


Vision
Thriving desert knowledge economies sustaining
Australia’s inland environments.

Commitments and outcomes
Desert Knowledge CRC is committed to creating
economic opportunities for desert people, and to
making a demonstrable difference for remote
Indigenous communities, through the application of
excellent research and training.

We contribute to developing the following broad
outcomes in the national interest:

� Sustainable livelihoods for desert people based on
new natural resource and service enterprise
opportunities that are environmentally and socially
appropriate.

� Remote desert communities that are more viable to
support the presence of desert people, as a result
of facilitating access to more attractive services that
are delivered more efficiently.

� Thriving desert economies that are based on
unique desert knowledge and which are more self-
sufficient.

� Increased social capital of desert people, their
communities and service agencies.

The DK-CRC consists of 15 centre partners and 12
associate partners and is negotiating the involvement
of a number of additional  affiliate partners. It receives
additional resources from the Territory Insurance
Office, Rio Tinto, Advanced Dynamics, the WA
Department of the Premier and Cabinet, and many
stakeholders involved in projects. 

Centre Partners

Central Land Council*

Charles Darwin University*

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation*

Curtin University of Technology*

Desert Peoples Centre (Centre for Appropriate
Technology and Batchelor Institute of
Indigenous Tertiary Education)*

Griffith University

James Cook University

Murdoch University

Newmont Australia

Northern Territory Government*

Office of Indigenous Policy Coordination
(Commonwealth Government, formerly
ATSIC)*

SingTel Optus Pty Ltd

The University of South Australia

Western Australian Department of Agriculture* 

Western Australian Department of
Conservation and Land Management

* core partner

Associate Partners

Australian Inland Energy and Water

Australian National University

Bowerbird Enterprises Pty Ltd

Flinders University Centre for Remote Health

New South Wales Primary Industries

South Australian Department of Water, Land
and Biodiversity Conservation

Southern Cross University

Tapatjatjaka Community Government Council

The University of Adelaide 

The University of Queensland

The University of Western Australia

University of Wollongong
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he Desert Knowledge CRC began
its second year against a backdrop

of contrasting fortunes for outback
Australia. Drought continued to grip
huge swathes of the inland, placing
immense pressure on agricultural
communities. Meanwhile, Asia’s rapid
economic growth saw prices for many
commodities accelerate sharply. This
contrast highlighted the challenges
facing those who live in our desert
lands. In many cases we have the
resources, the capacity, the flexibility
and the technology to meet these
extremes of production, efficiently and
economically, in a rugged environment.
Yet these capabilities that contribute
greatly to the nation’s wealth, often fail
to reward the very communities that
provide them in a way that is
sustainable.

Improving the resource-flow
imbalance, reducing the adverse effects
of boom–bust cycles, and building
resilient communities are key
objectives of this Centre. We are
developing desert knowledge as a
tangible asset, one that creates resilient
and sustainable industries and
communities. To this end, the Board
and the Centre’s stakeholders demand
focused, strategic research that
produces valued outcomes.

The Centre was created under a four-
theme research model. This system
worked well during its establishment
phase — short-term research, scoping
studies and desktop reviews — but it
impaired the inter-disciplinary
approach to research which was
needed in order to deliver these real
outcomes. 

Acknowledging this impediment, the
Board commissioned the Strategic
Refocusing Review, which was carried
out during the latter half of 2004. The
review highlighted many of the things
that work well in the DK-CRC, but also
recommended changes to the way in
which research is managed, and
significant structural reforms. The three

key recommendations were: to divide
the CEO’s position into two distinct
areas of responsibility, creating a
Managing Director and a General
Manager; to restructure the four
research themes into six core-project
areas; and to create a Social Science
Coordinator to embed this aspect
across the research.

The Board accepted these
recommendations, and created a
schedule to achieve their
implementation by 1 July 2005. The two
managers of the six core projects were
drawn from the existing theme leader
cadre. The CEO had long indicated his
desire to stand down by the end of
2005, so the Managing Director’s
position was advertised in early 2005,
and the Board appointed Ms Jan
Ferguson to commence duties in the
last quarter of 2005 (see The Future,
page 40). 

The resignation of two Board members
— Ms Alison Anderson and The Hon
Bob Collins — caused some disruption
to the Board’s operations. The Board
thanks both Ms Anderson (elected to
the Northern Territory’s Legislative
Assembly) and The Hon Bob Collins
(retired due to ill health) for their
immense contribution to the
establishment of the Centre and the
wellbeing of desert Australians. The
selection process for new Board
members is in progress. 

The coming year is an important
bridging period for the DK-CRC. The
research begun in our first two years is
already delivering real outcomes for
desert Australians, but we must build
on the capacity we have created and
maintain the momentum. Our new
research structure, our new Board
members and our new Managing
Director are key developments to

ensure the delivery
of the Centre’s
vision.

Paul Wand
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We are still confronted on a daily basis
by the most fundamental barrier to
desert sustainability: creating the
critical mass of human and social
infrastructure necessary for genuine
collaboration to take place. This year
we have helped to build critical
research mass, through our support of
a research unit associated with Charles
Darwin University’s Chair of Desert
Knowledge, Prof Donna Craig, in Alice
Springs. We also contribute to these
matters through research projects,
such as the examination of staff
attraction and retention in desert
Australia.

Education and training gained ground,
with a steady increase in PhD
scholarships. We were also pleased with
progress in the vocational and training
(VET) sectors; this relationship is unique
within CRCs, but critical to us given that
many of our stakeholder groups have
large numbers of people in VET. 

The desert knowledge message was
articulated more clearly than last year,
with greater media presence and a
steadily improving web site. We also
won an increasing number of
commercial and competitive tenders.
Continued growth in the attraction and
retention of commercial clients is vital
to the future of desert knowledge in the
years beyond CRC Programme funding. 

This was an exciting year to head the
DK-CRC. By Jan 2006 I will be returning
to research, where I have a passionate
desire to contribute to the scientific
insights that are emerging from the 
DK-CRC’s work, which mix theoretical
fascination with applied relevance. I
congratulate Ms Jan Ferguson, the
Centre’s new Managing Director, on
her appointment, and I know the
Centre will continue to contribute to
the wellbeing of the desert

communities of
Australia — and the
world. 

Mark Stafford Smith

t the time of writing, the DK-CRC is
already in the third year of its

seven-year funding cycle. The
organisation’s research focus has rapidly
matured from scoping projects, desktop
reviews and systems analyses to the
tangible outputs of the present. This
report highlights many of the concrete
ways in which the DK-CRC has quickly
made its presence felt. 

However, the dissolution of core partner
ATSIC in 2005 saw rapid change as its
activities reverted to mainstream
agencies. Although creating some
organisational challenges for 
DK-CRC, this also presented the
opportunity to engage anew with many
federal government departments through
the creation of a Commonwealth
Coordination Committee. This committee
was facilitated by the Office of
Indigenous Policy Coordination, to whom
we are grateful.

The year also saw a growth in (often
simplistic) public statements about the
viability of small remote communities.
The issue of community viability is far
more complex than it sounds, as it
entails not just the net balance of a
settlement’s inputs and outputs (difficult
enough to estimate), but is also crucially
dependent on the aspirations of its
population. Viability is not an all-or-
nothing outcome of this complex array
of effects. 

Several DK-CRC projects are already
collecting data to help to understand the
drivers of viability, and our new core-
project structure confronts the issue in a
policy-relevant way. Rather than ask, ‘Is
this settlement viable?’ we ask, ‘What are
the trade-offs that people and providers
face in settlements of different size,
remoteness, and economic activity?’
Such questions are important for all
small communities and are vital to policy
in regional Australia and overseas. I am
pleased that the re-organisation of our
research program (page 40) places us in
a better position to contribute directly
to critical policy issues such as this.
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he Outback, the bush, desert
Australia. Call it what you like, arid

or semi-arid regions make up more
than two-thirds of our continent. There
is much we value about these
heartlands: their relatively unspoilt
environments, the products they
provide for the nation, and their
extraordinary cultural and historical
variety. We need people living securely
in the desert to manage these values
for today and for future generations. 

Desert Australia supports almost
600 000 people. This sparse and mobile
population, larger than that of
Tasmania or the ACT, contributes
significantly to the nation’s wealth
through tourism, mining, land
management, primary industry, service
delivery and a range of smaller sectors.
Our desert population is young and
growing rapidly; one-fifth is
Indigenous.

The diverse knowledge these
Australians have about prospering in
the inland is what we call ‘desert
knowledge’. It’s this local, experiential
knowledge that must be shared and
developed if people living in the desert
are to meet the challenges facing them
and deliver value to Australia:

� how to grow to encourage self-
reliant regional economic
development

� how to reduce desert Australia’s call
on the public purse

� how to build sustainable and
equitable health and education
services

� how to find and keep workers who
can sustain services and create
wealth through individual and
collective enterprise

� how to compete with coastal regions
for resources and the attention of
decision-makers.

Imported answers to such questions
invariably fail when they do not
address the unique environmental,
social and cultural features of desert
Australia.

In Alice Springs, towards the end of the
millennium, a diverse group of people
— from businesses to governments,
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
organisations — set to work on home-
grown solutions. The Aboriginal
community wanted a place of
Indigenous teaching and knowledge
sharing: a Desert Peoples Centre.
Others brought research, technology,
business and networking skills to a
similar vision for a centre of learning
for all desert peoples. The Northern
Territory Government initiated Desert
Knowledge Australia, a national
networking organisation, to tackle the
challenges of desert living.

Complementing these ideas was the
plan for a centre that would, for the
first time, coordinate research activities
within Australia’s desert regions: a
virtual research hub linking partners
across the nation and overseas that
could draw on a skills base of
academics, researchers, technicians
and business people which did not
exist in any one partner or
organisation. The Desert Knowledge
Cooperative Research Centre (DK-CRC)
would create opportunities for sharing
knowledge between and across
jurisdictions with an unmatched depth
of research integrity.

The joint vision which emerged from
years of intense discussions and
lobbying, the Desert Knowledge
Precinct, is now taking shape at the
southern entrance to Alice Springs. As
the DK-CRC prepares to move onto the
Precinct, its implementation of a suite
of research projects bringing local
solutions for the sustainable future of
desert Australia a big step closer.
Linking Aboriginal and other local
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knowledge with the latest science,
some of these projects are already
creating economic opportunities for
desert people and making a difference
to remote Indigenous communities.
For example, among many
developments:

�We have made significant progress
in understanding the market value
chains that could support a bush
food industry.

�We are working on new approaches
to the delivery of accessible services
in remote areas, expertise that will
not only help here, but will also be
marketed overseas.

�We are beginning to understand
how to help Aboriginal people to
engage better in remote regional
economies.

Many of our best arid land
managers are DK-CRC
stakeholders: miners, pastoralists,
Aboriginal guardians and park
rangers. We aim to support their
use of and care for the land. The
growth in the number of
commercial and competitive
tenders won by the DK-CRC is an
acknowledgement of the depth of
our research and stakeholder
capacity.
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he DK-CRC consists of 15 centre
partners and 12 associate partners

(listed inside the front cover). The
diverse group of centre partners
provides the DK-CRC’s depth, while the
suite of associate partners contributes
specific expertise, geographic spread
and critical mass in research
infrastructure. 

The DK-CRC Board is led by an
independent chair and deputy chair
(see page 8). Centre partners 
nominate the six remaining board
positions through electoral ‘colleges’
in order to satisfy sectoral and
geographic interests, while maintaining
a balanced portfolio of skills. The
Board represents a range of expertise,
including desert issues, corporate
governance, commercialisation, 
public investment, research and 
development, Indigenous knowledge,
and education and training. 
Indigenous people fill the deputy chair
position and three positions on the
Board. Two standing committees
oversee the areas of ‘Audit and Risk
Management’ and ‘Indigenous
Intellectual Property’. 

Networking and collaboration between
regions are two crucial strategies
advocated by the DK-CRC. As part of its
commitment to these strategies, the
Board met in four different
jurisdictions during 2004–05: Adelaide
(South Australia), Alice Springs
(Northern Territory), Brisbane
(Queensland) and Warburton (Western
Australia).

Sadly, the Board lost two members
during the year. The Hon Bob Collins
was forced to resign (27 April 2004) due
to ongoing ill health; Mr John
Baskerville was his alternate this year
until his resignation. Ms Alison
Anderson stood down on 14 June 2004
following her successful contest of the
seat of Macdonnell in the Northern
Territory Government election.
Nominations will be presented to the
first board meeting of 2005–06 for

persons to replace Ms Anderson and
Mr Collins.

The Board receives strategic input and
advice from two groups: the
Participants’ Forum (PF), made up of
representatives of the Centre
Agreement signatories, and the Desert
Advisory Forum (DAF). The PF selects
board members, and has a formal link
to the Board through the ex-officio non-
voting membership of the deputy chair.
It will have selected replacements for
Ms Anderson and The Hon Mr Collins
early in 2005–06. The board-appointed
DAF is a strategic stakeholder-advisory
group which works closely to extend
the stakeholder experience and balance
of the Board. Chaired by Prof John
Taylor, its members are drawn from five
key stakeholder groups: local
government, small business, Indigenous
interests, state and national agencies,
and major corporations.

From the first day of the DK-CRC’s
operations the Board and core partners
acknowledged that the structure
prepared for the Centre’s
establishment phase would not
necessarily be the most effective for
the years to follow. In August 2004 the
Board commissioned a major review of
the Centre’s research focus and
management structure. The review’s
findings (presented to the Board in
February 2005) affirmed the Centre’s
core activities but recommended
significant changes to the way in which
these activities are implemented. The
Board accepted the recommendations,
and the revised structure came into
effect on 1 July 2005 (see The Future,
page 40).

Ninti One Ltd
Ninti One Ltd is the management
company established by the DK-CRC’s
partners to operate on their behalf and
to act as a trustee for the intellectual
property arising from the Centre’s
projects. It is a public company,
registered in the Northern Territory

t
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DK-CRC Board
Participants Forum 

(Centre Agreement 
signatories only)

Ninti One Ltd
(incorporated services 

and Centre Agent)

Desert Advisory 
Forum (stakeholder 

advisory group)

Chief Executive Officer

Theme Leaders 
Education 

Coordinator 
Business 
Manager 

Communications 
Coordinator

Theme 1 
Natural 

Resource 
Management 

for Better 
Livelihoods 

Theme 2
Technical 
Services 

for Improved 
Community 

Viability 

Theme 3
Governance, 
Management 

and Leadership 
for Sustainable 

Futures  

Theme 4 
Integrated 

Systems 
for Desert 
Livelihoods

Research, education and commercialisation/
utilisation projects

Stakeholder
reference

groups

Research 
Review 
Group

and limited by guarantee. The word
ninti is from the Western Desert
language group and means ‘knowing’.

The company acts as Centre Agent and
is contracted to provide services
required by the DK-CRC.
Disbursement of funds for research
and support activities is undertaken by
Ninti One Ltd under the direction of
the Board. Ninti One Ltd can also sign
contracts on behalf of the partners
when so directed. 

The directors of Ninti One Ltd are Mr
Paul Wand, Dr Mark Stafford Smith and
Mr Manfred Claasz. The directors meet
in between DK-CRC board meetings;
Ninti One Ltd held its AGM on
29 November 2004.

The Secretariat
The management of the DK-CRC in
2004–05 reflected the structure
established in the Centre’s first year of
operation. The Board devolved day-to-
day management to Dr Mark Stafford
Smith and a secretariat, which grew by
two members as the administrative
workload increased and research
commenced in earnest. Business
Manager Mr Manfred Claasz, assisted
from February 2005 by External Projects
Officer Ms Ange Vincent, handled
financial matters as well as research
commercialisation. Networking and
Communications Officer Ms Katie
Vargo and Media Officer Ms Elke
Wiesmann liaised closely with the
DKA’s Networking and
Communications Manager Mr Mike
Crowe. Administration was the
responsibility of Office Manager
Ms Ruth Brown. Reporting to
Ms Brown is trainee Ms Terri Harbrow,
who assists in both communications
and administration.

The team also included Education
Coordinator Ms Alicia Boyle and the
leaders of the four research themes.
The secretariat is based in Alice
Springs at the CSIRO’s Centre for Arid
Zone Research. 

Structure of the Desert Knowledge CRC



Mr Paul Wand (Chair)
Mr Paul Wand’s
most recent roles
include chair of the
Rio Tinto Aboriginal
Foundation, general
manager of
Comalco Rolled Products, and
managing director of Southern Copper.
In 2001 he led the Wand Review of
Native Title claim processes in Western
Australia, commissioned by that state’s
government to facilitate negotiated
outcomes and reduce the extent of
litigation.

Ms Lynette Liddle (Deputy Chair)
Ms Lynette Liddle
holds a Bachelor of
Applied Science
from the University
of Adelaide.
Currently with the
Commonwealth Department of
Environment and Heritage, Ms Liddle
has monitored and evaluated Aboriginal
employment projects at Mutitjulu and
provided scientific and technical advice
to Aboriginal people in the pastoral and
agricultural industries.

Ms Alison Anderson 
(to 14 June 2005)
Ms Alison Anderson was an ATSIC
Central Zone Commissioner until her
election to the Northern Territory’s
Legislative Assembly in May 2005. A
member of the Luritja language group,
she lives in Papunya, a remote Northern
Territory community. Ms Anderson
brings a depth of managerial experience
from her work with organisations such
as the Aboriginal Development
Commission and the Papunya
Community Government Council.

Nominee of ATSIC/OIPC

Mr Noel Bridge 
Mr Noel Bridge has extensive experience
in accounting and financial services, the
mining industry and Indigenous
economic development. He is a member
of the Telstra CountryWide Advisory
Board, the Perth Central College of TAFE

Governing Council, a fellow of the
Australian Institute of Company
Directors and a founding member of
the Australian Youth Foundation’s
Minerals Council of Australia
Indigenous Scholarship Program. 

Nominee of CALM, GU, JCU, MU, NA,
SO, TUSA

The Hon Bob Collins 
(to 27 April 2005)
The Hon Bob Collins retired from the
Senate in 1998 after 21 years in politics,
including six years as leader of the
Northern Territory Opposition and as a
senator for the Northern Territory. A
graduate of the Australian Institute of
Company Directors, he is currently an
adviser to the Northern Territory
Government.

Nominee of NTG

Mr Harold Furber 
Mr Harold Furber is an administrator
and educator in Indigenous issues.
Currently at the Central Land Council,
he has also worked at Yipirinya School,
the Centre for Appropriate Technology,
Yirara College, and Central Australian
Aboriginal Congress. Foundation Chair
of the Desert Peoples Centre, Mr Furber
is a past recipient of the Aboriginal
Professional Study Award and NAIDOC
Central Australian of the Year.

Nominee of CLC, DPC

Prof John Taylor 
Prof John Taylor is the Director of
Rangeland Australia at the University of
Queensland. As a rangeland ecologist
he brings a unique understanding of
stakeholders’ needs and aspirations.
Prof Taylor’s former positions include
chief of the CSIRO’s Division of Tropical
Crops and Pastures, deputy chief of
CSIRO Tropical Agriculture, director of
the Land and Water Resources R&D
Corporation, and deputy chairman of
the North Australian Beef Research
Council.

Nominee of CDU, CSIRO

Dr Rodney Thiele 
Dr Rodney Thiele was most recently the
director of research and development,
at Curtin University of Technology. He is
a graduate member of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors and an
inaugural member of the Australasian
Research Management Society.

Nominee of DAWA, CUT
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Below: The DK-CRC Board at the Alice
Springs Desert Park. Left to right:
Dr Rodney Thiele, Prof John Taylor,
Mr John Baskerville, Ms Lynette Liddle,
Mr Paul Wand, Mr Harold Furber,
Mr Noel Bridge.
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DK-CRC Board: Attendance at Board meetings

17–18 Aug 2004 16 Nov 2004 16 Feb 2005 3–4 May 2005
Adelaide, SA Alice Springs, NT Brisbane, Qld Warburton, WA

Paul Wand • • • •

Lynette Liddle • • p •

Alison Anderson a • a a

Noel Bridge • • • •

Bob Collins • • • a

Harold Furber a • • p

John Taylor • • • •

Rod Thiele • • • •

• = present (or alternate)  |  a = apologies  |  p = attendance by phone

Participants’ Forum

Two formal meetings were held (both in Adelaide, SA) on 16 August 2004 and 
7 June 2005. 

Person (Organisation) 16 August 2004 7 June 2005

Dr Vicki Pattemore (GU) (Chair) • •

Mr Angus Hopkins, Dr Neil Burrows (CALM) • a

Dr Bruce Walker (CAT) • p

Mr Andrew Ash (CSIRO) • p

Prof Bob Wasson (CDU) • a

Dr Ken Johnson (NTG) • •

Mr Peter Taylor, Mr Brian Palmer (OIPC) • p

Ms Renata Paliskis Bessell (DAWA) p a

Ms Marie-Louise Pearson (SO) p a

Prof Norman Palmer (JCU) a p

Prof Barney Glover (CUT) a p

Prof Andris Stelbovics (MU) a a

Ms Christine Charles (NA) a •

Mr David Ross (CLC) a a

Dr Mark Hochman (TUSA) • •

Ms Lynette Liddle (DK-CRC) • –

Secretariat

Dr Mark Stafford Smith (DK-CRC) • •

Ms Ruth Brown (DK-CRC) • –

• = present  |  a = apologies  |  p = attendance by phone

The Audit and Risk Management
Committee consisted of
Dr Rodney Thiele (Chair),
Mr Paul Wand and Mr Noel
Bridge (with Mr Manfred
Claasz attending). It met prior
to each board meeting, and
once (20 October 2004) by
phone link-up. 

The Indigenous Intellectual
Property Committee, made up
of Mr Harold Furber (Chair),
Ms Lynette Liddle and The Hon
Bob Collins (with Dr Mark
Stafford Smith attending), met
once, on 16 November 2004 in
Alice Springs (with informal
meetings also held at other
board meetings).

Other Governance
The Desert Advisory Forum met
in Adelaide on 16 August 2004,
and a smaller group attended
the DK-CRC Board’s strategic
retreat held in Brisbane on
15 February 2005. Participants
included Mr Greg Campbell
(S Kidman & Co), Ms Jo
Willmott (DHS SA), Mr Paul Ah
Chee (Aboriginal Arts and
Culture Centre, Alice Springs),
Mr Justin Jarvis (SA
Government), Mr Jamie Pittock
(WWF) and Ms Christine
Charles (NA). Mr John Taylor
chaired the first DAF meeting
on behalf of the Board;
apologies were received from
Ms Marie-Louise Pearson (SO).

The Ninti One Ltd Board met
five times during the year,
including the AGM
(29 November 2004). All three
directors were present at all
meetings.

Governance, Structure & Management
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Technology Transfer & 
Research Commercialisation

he desert economy is severely
under-represented in the ‘medium-

sized’ component of the small- to
medium-sized enterprise (SME) sector.
The scale of business in remote and
arid Australia is markedly polarised:
from multi-billion dollar international
industries (principally in the resource,
mining and primary industry sectors)
through to the highly localised micro-
businesses (art and artefact producers,
bush food harvesters). 

This polarity of scale influenced the
Centre’s transfer and commercial-
isation work, as well as informing its
future strategies in regard to benefit
sharing and skills development in a
region into which skilled workers have
long been imported. 

Some of the more tangible projects
within the Centre’s research are
beginning to deliver clear indications
of exactly how the DK-CRC’s
philosophy will bring together remote
industries and their markets. Identified
early for their obvious potential in this
sphere, the ‘Bush Foods’ (1.112) and
‘Plants for People (P4P)’ (4.101) projects
have made good progress. These are
two areas which, in the past, have
repeatedly foundered for a variety of
reasons: high set-up costs, difficulty in
achieving economies of scale,
distribution problems, and a lack of
understanding at a supply-chain level
of exactly how markets work. Both
projects began with a strong strategic
focus on outcomes. Research partner
Robins Foods’ success in marketing
bush foods to Coles and Woolworths
— the two companies which between
them control approximately 80% of the
nation’s food retail market — is
testament to this approach.

The potential of micro-finance, a
philosophy advocated by a number of
developing economies overseas, was
scoped by Mr Manfred Claasz and
Theme 4 Leader Prof Murray McGregor.
A number of business mentors are

being sought for this area: people with
proven business backgrounds, but also
with a strong commitment to the
desert and a sense of patience when
measuring results. The micro-finance
approach has the greatest potential
application to the Indigenous arts and
crafts and bush-food harvesting fields.
However, there are many important
social issues to be worked through
before this approach can be successful,
issues as diverse as ingrained welfare
dependency, poor education, and
physical and mental health.

As well as working with Prof McGregor,
Mr Claasz worked with management
and the other theme leaders in a variety
of forums. With CEO Dr Mark Stafford
Smith he developed a presentation to
NT DBIRD on spin-off opportunities,
and with Theme 1 Leader Dr Craig
James he made presentations to the NT
Cattlemen’s Association on the benefits
of the DK-CRC’s ongoing research into
natural resource management. With
Theme 2 Leader Dr John Childs, Mr
Claasz presented to the University of
Wollongong on the subject of remote
telecommunications, and with Theme 3
Co-Leader Dr Jocelyn Davies he
worked on the development of 
DK-CRC’s interest in the concept of
‘desert guides’ with partners DPC and
CDU and key stakeholder the Central
Australian Tourism Industry Association. 

The issues surrounding Indigenous
intellectual property (IIP) demanded a
significant amount of Mr Claasz’s
attention. The Centre adheres to the
National Principles of IP Management
for Publicly Funded Research, and in
order to fulfill this commitment

10 DK-CRC 2004–05 Annual Report
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Mr Claasz worked closely with several
researchers. IIP is a complex topic:
there are fine lines between
Indigenous cultural knowledge and
intellectual property which required
clarification prior to engaging with the
world of finance and binding
contractual obligations. The outcome
of the Centre’s analysis was that
Indigenous cultural knowledge should
remain confidential, and that only
research outcomes leading to
marketable IIP should be discussed
commercially.

In recognition of this fact, the Centre
initiated a project — undertaken by
Indigenous researchers based at CDU
— which aims to address the difficulties
of reconciling traditional IIP with the
modern market place. IIP research
protocols were also developed with
core partner CLC, and of course the
ongoing work of ‘Plants for People’.
This work is likely to demand more of
the business manager’s attention as the
Centre’s research outcomes grow, as
indicated by requests to use the 
DK-CRC’s IIP Protocol by the SA
Department of Further Education,
Employment, Science and Technology.

During the course of the year
Mr Claasz made presentations on IP
identification, protection and
management at theme leader meetings
and the project leader workshop in
February 2005. It was made clear at
these sessions that research on its own
does not lead to marketable IP unless
there is a real focus on creating and
extracting value from the research
outcomes. A commercialisation
workshop was conducted for the
management team and a DK-CRC Board
member, in Adelaide.

Mr Claasz — with Dr Stafford Smith,
Dr James and Prof McGregor —
attended a management course held by
the Australian Institute of Company
Directors and aimed at chief executive
officers. 

This year saw a substantial increase in
earnings from external government
contracts (see chart at right). As a
result, Ms Ange Vincent was hired on
secondment from the Alice Springs
Town Council to assist with the tasks of
mobilisation, project management and
monitoring. Ms Vincent will also build
and manage a skills and knowledge
bank from the ongoing acquisition of
these contracts.

By 30 June 2005 a commercialisation
and utilisation plan was in progress;
this plan will be finalised at the
September 2005 board meeting and
delivered to DEST later that month.

Early 2005 saw discussions take place
with NTHCS and Inchain Pty Ltd on the
possible use of a high-speed animated
teaching tool, ‘MARVIN’, for use in
remote communities. A number of our
partners have expressed interest in
accessing the benefits that may arise
from MARVIN, and discussions have
been advanced to the point where a
proposal will be taken to the Board in
September 2005.

Mr Claasz encouraged stakeholders
and end users to think about life
beyond the DK-CRC. This involved
thinking about ways to reduce
dependence on centralised funding
bodies, thinking ‘outside the box’ when
commissioning and financing projects,
and making effective engagement with
remote communities.

Mr Claasz also explored the concept of
creating a Desert Knowledge Research
Institute. This institute could combine
the activities of the DK-CRC and DKA
and underpin a platform of national
research and training in the centre of
Australia, encouraging growth in the
region. Preliminary discussions — held
with the Myer Foundation, ANZ
Trustees, Australia–Israel Chamber of
Commerce, Anglicare and World Vision
— offered some insight into how this
vision might become a reality.
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Technology Transfer & Research Commercialisation

Department of Environment 
and Heritage
$1 242 613 (7 projects)

Combined DAFF/DEH
$1 274 430 (2 projects)

National Centre for Vocational 
Education Research
$164 490 (1 project)

Australian National 
Training Authority
$20 000  (1 project)

AusIndustry
$181 673 (1 project)

Department of Agriculture, 
Forestry & Fisheries
 $1 620 000 (2 projects)

External investment
in DK-CRC’s second
year

External projects by value (excl.

GST). Note that the values shown

are tenders won up to June 2005;

actual income may commence in or

spread over subsequent years.



n the first two years of its existence,
DK-CRC research was managed

under four themes. To avoid a vertical
approach to research activities a
Research Proposal Proforma required
research proponents to address the
issues of inter-theme collaboration,
education and technology transfer
prior to any funding commitment by
the Centre.

This second year of the DK-CRC’s
operation saw a significant boost in
research activities. Year one was
characterised by seeding, scoping and
desktop review projects. Year two
capitalised on this important
development work, with several
projects maturing or reaching
completion by 30 June 2005. 

The map opposite illustrates the wide
scope of the Centre’s activities.
Research, networking, collaboration
and end-user involvement took place
in every mainland state and territory.
Of significance was the growing
number of Indigenous communities
participating in DK-CRC research.
Given that the population of
Indigenous people of work-eligible age
is set to increase significantly in the
next decade, and that the Indigenous
population moves within (rather than
to and from) the desert regions, their
involvement in and application of the
Centre’s research is a critical issue; one

that is articulated throughout the
Centre’s research philosophy and
strategy.

Around one-third of DK-CRC’s research
is aimed at issues related to remote
Aboriginal settlements. The remainder
is relevant to all desert dwellers,
Indigenous or not. This includes small
businesses on the land, such as
pastoralists and tourism operators, as
well as those based in town. It also
emphasises service providers, whether
public or private. This work, across
many sectors, seeks to deal with the
special features of the desert
environment that make business
difficult — climate variability, distant
markets and expensive transport,
mobile people, and loss of institutional
memory.

While the theme structure, with its
many individual projects, satisfied the
establishment phase of DK-CRC, work
began in early 2005 towards a
restructure of the four themes into six
core-project areas to deliver better
focus to Centre outcomes and to
engender more multi-disciplinary
research. It also allows the Centre to
adhere more closely to the
Commonwealth Government’s National
Research Priority Goals. The core-
project areas are described in more
detail in The Future on page 40. 

Research 
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i

In-kind research: What is it?

The DK-CRC could not exist without the contribution — both cash and ‘in-kind’ —
of its partner organisations. 

The DK-CRC undertakes large-scale projects beyond the capacity of any individual
partner. These projects involve different types of partner working collaboratively,
across jurisdictions and between disciplines. All partners involved allocate staff
time to the project, in addition to a financial contribution from DK-CRC. The
research and administration of the project is carried out by the individual partner,
but with the outputs contributing to the overall DK-CRC project’s success. 

In-kind research is essential to the success of a CRC, particularly one such as
Desert Knowledge, with its breadth of partners and the widespread distribution of
research capacity.
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DK-CRC research locations 2004–05

Research 

Above: DK-CRC’s research base
extended significantly this year, and
the volunteer DustWatch network
(‘+’, see page 14) broadened our
activities to encompass all states
and territories. Board meetings
were held in four different
jurisdictions, part of the Centre’s
commitment to networking and
collaboration between regions.

Left: Run-off from the geothermal
power station in Birdsville,
Queensland. Electricity for this
outback town is generated from
water stored in the artesian basin;
an example of desert knowledge
and its potential to contribute to
the national economy.

LEGEND

partner location

board meeting location

indicates location or area where 
DK-CRC project is taking place

+



Theme 1 | Natural Resource Management 
for Better Livelihoods

THEME LEADER

Dr Craig James, CSIRO
(Alice Springs)

THEME OBJECTIVES

This theme provides the
knowledge to soundly
manage the natural
resources of desert
Australia for economic
profitability, environmental
sustainability and social and
cultural wellbeing. It
collates existing knowledge,
transfers knowledge among
people and undertakes
research in new areas.

Its activities are focused
through three sub-themes:
Knowledge Baselines,
Capture and Exchange;
Enterprise Development
and Opportunities; and
Landscape Management,
Ecosystem Health and Tools
for Monitoring.
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2004–05 overview
There was a dramatic rise in Theme 1’s
research activity this year, with a
number of projects making impressive
progress. 

The Sustainable Bush Produce Systems
project (1.112), developed by a
collaborative research team from
themes 1 and 4, was among the highest
profile of this group. Partner Robins
Foods Pty Ltd is a distributor with links
to Coles and Woolworths, the
supermarket giants who between them
control approximately 80% of the
nation’s retail food outlets. What makes
this project unique is its whole-of-
chain approach, recognising the nexus
between remote people’s livelihoods
and market demand. Using existing
supply chains, the project has
examined how to generate greater
returns for the Indigenous producers
— those who usually receive the lowest
returns in both margin and dollar
terms. At the same time, industry
concerns about continuity of supply,
quality improvement and consistency,
reducing harvest losses and the like
have been addressed at a structural
level. The project has also collaborated
with other DK-CRC projects (1.102 and
4.101) to investigate horticultural
enterprises in order to maintain
provenance and supply, while also
developing new pathways for wealth
creation.

The Wind Erosion project (1.104) has
made equally satisfying progress.
Under the guidance of Prof Grant
McTainsh of Griffith University the
project has not only developed
mathematical models to predict wind
erosion, but has engaged with the
critical issue of how people live in
Australia’s ‘dust zones’. DustWatch, a
volunteer network of wind erosion
observers, was established in February
2005, with more than 60 DustWatch

sites and a web site (www.griffith.edu.
au/centre/riverlandscapes/dustwatch)
now in operation. This has been
successfully extended (through DEST
funding) to School DustWatch,
targeted at remote Indigenous primary
schools in the Northern Territory.
Several national end-user groups have
requested information on the Dust
Storm Index generated by the project
(see Collaboration, page 34), and
development of the Australian
Landscape Erodibility Model is
progressing well through the work of
DK-CRC PhD scholarship holder
Nicholas Webb.

The Desert Fire project (1.109)
continued to flourish. The project was
expanded by new partnerships with NT
DBIRD and the Bushfire CRC. Work on
two new sub-projects — woody
vegetation dynamics and fire regime
modelling of desert landscapes —
began in March 2005. Our partnership
with the Centralian Land Management
Association resulted in the completion
of an economic study of the impact of
wildfires on pastoral properties.
Ongoing consultations with the CLC,
NT DIPE, Aboriginal community groups
and pastoralists have taken place to
discuss fire management in the
southern Tanami Desert. The three
doctoral and one masters students are
making considerable progress. The
depth of our project helped the 
DK-CRC win a tender to produce a fire-
management strategy for Uluru–Kata
Tjuta National Park. 

The Dispersal, Impact and Management
of Buffel Grass project (1.103) produced
a case-study publication focused on
aerial survey, predictive modelling and
geographic information systems — GIS
— in Watarrka National Park, Northern
Territory. The report led to a shift in
management focus within the park,
from the treatment of heavily infested
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Seed and fruit harvesting not only
brings economic benefits to those living

on remote communities, but social
cohesion and a sense of focus too. As
one group of Alyawarr women put it,

‘Collecting seeds is like smoking: once
you start, you can’t stop!’

areas to protecting areas under threat.
Genetic markers for 10 commercially
available and widely used buffel
varieties have been identified for
comparison among themselves, and
with field strains collected throughout
central Australia. Sites for assessing the
impacts of buffel biodiversity have
been selected, and now await post-
winter response to the heavy rain
which fell in June 2005 after a near-
rainless year.

As Theme Leader, Dr James’ time was
divided between theme and project
management, and (as a Program
Manager for 2005–06) the development
of the new core-project structure. The
new web-based reporting system —

which allows project leaders to log
their reports, finances, milestones and
statements on the DK-CRC intranet —
alleviated some of the day-to-day
management stresses, though the
system is still dependent on close
monitoring by the Theme Leader.

One exciting aspect of the year was the
theme’s ability to win competitive
external grants and tenders (see
Research, page 12). Apart from the
obvious research benefits to the
Centre, this is recognition of the
research capacity which has been built
up in just two years, and stands the
partnerships in good stead for the
post–DK-CRC years of 2010 and
beyond.

National demand for use of the
Dust Storm Index for wind erosion
monitoring has been vigorous.
Requests have been received from
the Australian Productivity
Commission, the National State of
the Environment Report (2006) and
Australian Collaborative
Rangelands Information System.
Remote primary schools
throughout the NT have signed up
to the expanded DustWatch
scheme. (See Grant McTainsh
profile on page 17.)

Doing it in the
desert: getting
results
Creation of several
fire maps for desert
Australia for the
period 1998 to 2005

Dozens of DustWatch
sites established
throughout desert
Australia

Buffel grass case study
of Watarrka led to a
shift in management
practices at the
national park

Six competitive
tenders won,
resulting in new
research under the
‘desert knowledge’
banner
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Theme 1 | Project summary and milestones

# Title Status

1.002 Monitoring culture change in the DK-CRC using the Most Training workshops for researchers held August and 
Significant Change storytelling technique (Craig James, DK-CRC). November 2004; project launched in February 2005.

1.101 Engaging Indigenous partnerships and scoping research Project complete. Key outcomes included
priorities in natural resource management and regional strengthened networks with Anangu
development (Margaret Friedel, CSIRO). Pitjantjatjara lands and creation of Aboriginal 

research fellow position.

1.102 Aboriginal resource use and land management practices Priorities in natural resource management and 
among Martu people in the Great Sandy Desert, Western regional strengthened networks with Anangu
Australia: Aspects of continuity, change and implications for Pitjantjatjara lands and creation of Aboriginal 
future land management (Fiona Walsh, UWA). research fellow position.

1.103 The dispersal, impact and management of buffel grass Publication produced on buffel grass management 
(Cenchrus ciliaris) in desert Australia (Margaret Friedel, case study in Watarrka National Park; genetic 
CSIRO; Helen Puckey, DIPE). markers for buffel varieties identified.

1.104 Wind erosion risk management and pastoral product DustWatch sites established; extensive requests from 
certification for more environmentally sustainable pastoralism user groups for information on Dust Storm Index; 
(Grant McTainsh, GU). PhD research established.

1.105 Review of natural resource enterprise diversity in desert Final report complete. Substantial database of 
Australia: Success and failures (Craig James, Mitch Jones and enterprises collated. Development of the database as a 
Marita Thompson, CSIRO). web resource continues.

1.108 A mathematical–ecological model with flexible computer Project model embedded into research protocols; 
implementation for sustainable management of shrublands papers on model presented at international Resource
(Fleur Tiver, TUSA). Modelling Association conference.

1.109 Desert Fire (Glen Edwards, DIPE). Analysis of fire regimes and fire management under 
way; national maps of fire frequencies across desert
Australia web-published; report on the impact of fires 
completed; extensive consultation with user groups 
continuing.

1.110 Developing grazing systems to satisfy both livestock production Project due to commence in 2005–06.
and bioconservation goals (Ben Norton, CUT).

1.111 Roderick River catchment restoration project (Hugh Pringle, Project cancelled.
DAWA).

1.112 Sustainable bush produce systems for the arid zone: ‘Bush Harvester profiles built; propagation and post-harvest
produce systems’ (Maarten Ryder, CSIRO). storage experiments under way; defining additional

research with partners Robins Foods and Coles.

1.113 A feasibility study on the development of interim tools for Project under way; strong end-user support in South
assessing biodiversity values and sustainable outcomes in the Australia.
southern rangelands (Anita Smyth, CSIRO; John Chappel, 
DWLBC).

1.801 DEH: Desktop project on ‘Total grazing pressure and biodiversity Project complete; and report delivered to client.
in the rangelands’ (Mark Stafford Smith, CSIRO).

1.802 DEH: Biodiversity monitoring in the rangelands: Regional case Ongoing. Project in final phase of delivery, to be 
studies and a ‘how to’ manual (Mark Stafford Smith, CSIRO). completed 2005–06.

1.803 Australian Collaborative Rangelands Information System  Pilot trials of collating regional resource condition data
(ACRIS) 2003–04 (Gary Bastin, CSIRO). completed in five states and the Northern Territory;

results summarised in published leaflet; workplans 
under development to compile for all regions in 2006.

1.804 DEH: Best practice sustainable water management in the Project complete. Final report approved in press; 
rangelands (Craig Miller, DK-CRC). to be published in late 2005.

1.805 DAFF–NLP: Rangelands grazing management strategies for Project commenced. Interim project officer appointed,
improved economics and resource sustainability (Jo Rodney, and case studies with central Australian pastoralists 
CLMA). identified.

1.806 DAFF–NLP: Water-smart production in the rangelands (Craig Project commenced; project officer position advertised.
James, CSIRO).
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Theme 1 | Natural Resource Management for Better Livelihoods

Profile

Grant McTainsh: ‘Dr Dust’

His name is Prof Grant McTainsh, but round the traps
he’s known as ‘Dr Dust’. Grant is a leading authority
on how landscapes are altered by wind.

Aeolian transport has been his obsession since he
first observed the earth’s greatest ‘dust machine’: the
Sahara Desert. Arriving in Kano, northern Nigeria, to
teach, Grant found his room deep in dust left by the
Harmattan, the seasonal Saharan wind. Studying the
phenomenon, he learnt that the Harmattan scooped
up billions of tonnes of material from the Lake Chad
basin. Joining Griffith University in 1983, he

recognised the Lake Eyre basin as another huge dust engine, receiving vast
amounts of sediment by water erosion then spewing it out across the continent by
wind. 

‘The deserts are Australia’s “top dresser”, supplying nutrients and organic material
to our rich coastal soils,’ he says. ‘It’s good and bad news. The deserts fertilise our
farming lands, but if wind erosion proceeds faster than the sediments are replaced
then the landscape is stripped bare.’

Wind erosion can have a vast impact. One storm in 2002 was estimated to have
shifted almost five million tonnes of topsoil, a quarter of which blew out to sea
and was lost for good. 

Grant aims to increase our understanding of dust transport in outback Australia,
our ability to quantify it and identify the human factors that influence it. To achieve
this, he and Dr John Leys set up DustWatch, a network of 200 enthusiastic ‘dusties’
who spot, track and report dust events across the inland.

‘There’s growing interest from governments and from landholders. Dust is vital in
understanding and managing the inland. It’s even becoming a tourist attraction in
some areas. After all, it is a particular feature of desert life.’

1.807 Uluru fire project (Ange Vincent, DK-CRC). First steering committee meeting held; project leader 
appointed and to commence August 2005.

1.808 High conservation value in the rangelands (Tara Martin, Project commenced; workshop scheduled for
CSIRO). November 2005.

1.809 Cross-jurisdictional management of feral camels to protect NRM Contract with client; to be signed.
and cultural values (Glen Edwards, DIPE).

1.810 DEH: Enabling the market: Incentives for biodiversity in the Contract in final negotiation stage; signature expected
rangelands (Anita Smyth, CSIRO). by September 2005.

(Not) just another day at the office
. . . Dustwatchers are growing in
number throughout inland
Australia.



Theme 2 | Technical Services for Improved
Community Viability
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2004–05 overview
‘Community viability’ was a recurring
phrase in the discussion surrounding
the DK-CRC’s Strategic Refocusing
Review of 2004 and the ensuing plans
for research restructure. The Centre is
committed to understanding and
supporting ‘viable remote desert
settlements, particularly remote
Indigenous communities’ as one of its
three core objectives, and the work of
Theme 2 in this year strengthened the
Centre’s ability to deliver these
outcomes.

All of the projects begun in 2003–04
continued successfully into 2004–05.
Much of the work in our first year
involved working with stakeholders to
define research outcomes and building
relationships with partners. This
second year has seen actual research
outcomes increase markedly. 

The Desert Built-environment Thermal
Performance project (2.105) typified this
process. The project examined the
design of primary dwellings on remote
settlements, the vast majority of which
in the study area (arid, central Australia)
are based on the Indigenous Housing
Authority of the Northern Territory’s
(IHANT) standard design. The ubiquity
of the IHANT design has made this style
a focus of the project’s report, though
links have been established with
Troppo Architects of Darwin, which has
designed innovative housing styles for
the Wongatha Wonganarra community
in Laverton, WA. 

An assessment of the Building Code of
Australia’s thermal performance
requirements was begun, as was an
analysis of modelling methodologies.
This resulted in links with Perth
supercomputing group ISA
Technologies, with whom the DK-CRC
will develop an upcoming Australian
Research Council grant application.

Issues of the use of the built
environment by differing cultures was
closely studied. Approaches have been
made to Darwin’s Menzies School of
Health Research — which has carried
out similar work examining building
design and physical health — and
anthropologists at CDU. The
anthropologists have examined the
ways in which people use dwellings.
Do windows need to be lower to allow
greater visual contact with the outside
if the occupants prefer to sit on the
floor? If so, this will affect heating and
cooling requirements? Other work
shows a significant saving in energy
use by simple reorientation of plans, a
result that is already being taken up by
industry.

The primary stakeholders in the project
are the NTG’s departments of
Community Development, Sport and
Cultural Affairs and Infrastructure,
Planning and Environment, and
Batchelor Institute of Indigenous
Tertiary Education. The study will
continue with Monitoring and Impact
Assessment of Household Air
Conditioners in Remote Communities
(2.108, commenced 1 June 2005). 

The Sparse Ad Hoc Networks for Deserts
(SAND) project (2.101) aims to improve
remote Australia’s access to
telecommunications services by
applying cutting-edge networking
technology — ‘ad hoc networking’ — to
extend the reach of existing
telecommunications infrastructure
within and between remote
communities. These smart systems
patch available networks together
(hence, ad hoc) and can provide cost-
effective and easily maintained access
to services such as voice telephony and
the Internet. 

One advantage of ad hoc networking
technology is its flexibility, based as it is

THEME LEADER

Dr John Childs,
NT Department of
Infrastructure, Planning and
Environment (Alice Springs)

Dr Bruce Walker 
(Centre for Appropriate
Technology, Alice Springs)
supports Dr Childs and
may represent the theme
leader in the leader’s
absence.

THEME OBJECTIVES
This theme addresses
demand-responsive access
to services. The research
aims to apply cutting-edge
technologies and
innovation to the problems
of delivering services to
remote desert areas.
The theme’s activities are
focused through four sub-
themes:
Telecommunications for
Desert Australia; Resource
Flows and Human
Movement; Lifecycle and
Infrastructure; and
Maintaining Basic Services.



on relatively cheap radio technology.
Ad hoc networks can be deployed in
an unplanned manner and are resistant
to failures. By bouncing calls from one
node — for example a phone handset
or computer — to another, these
networks can also determine and
establish ‘multi-hop’ communication
paths. These can be easily extended by
adding nodes.

The University of Wollongong
provided two infrastructure grants
which allowed the project team to
further increase capacity and to
investigate the technologies which will
underpin the prototype network. The
project’s achievements were
showcased at the DK-CRC conference,
two international conferences and an
industry journal. Its work on visits to
Ngaanyatjarra communities is to be
published as a case study in the
forthcoming book, Indigenous people
and IT. 

The Desert Interactive Remote Television
(DIRT) project (2.102) seeks to improve
the viability of remote Indigenous
communities through interactive
information and communication
technologies. The project investigated
digital satellite TV infrastructure as an
option for new low-cost
communications. This system allows
content to be directed to specific
locations (such as set-top boxes) rather
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Doing it in the desert: getting results
SAND project’s ‘footy phone’ scheme will connect remote
Aboriginal communities using mobile phones to ‘hand ball’
messages across networks

“ Aboriginal communities are participating in the DIRT
project’s approach to low-cost TV infrastructure

Analysis of arid-zone building thermal performance has
produced results that could save significant cooling energy
and costs

An integrated technical services model proposal based on
data collection on the service needs of 12 desert 
settlements

A UHF repeater tower at Warakurna (above). Linking existing infrastructure such as
this in an ‘ad hoc’ manner is the goal of the SAND project. Project Leader
Dr Mehran Abolhasan (left), of the University of Wollongong, demonstrates the
project’s innovative ‘footy phone’ scheme, in which mobile phones are used to
‘hand ball’ messages from one to another across networks. A press release on the
scheme generated intense media interest.
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than simply broadcast to all
communities, and there is no need for
new infrastructure because it will use
commercially available satellite TV
receivers. The project is exploring
studies of TV use with two
communities. 

The team working on Maintenance
Programs and the Role of Resource
Agencies (2.103), led by Murdoch
University’s Dr Martin Anda, cemented
the Centre’s links with Indigenous
communities in the Kimberley, the
Western Desert and the Sandover
region. Profiles of resource agencies
and documentation of capacity was
completed by the team, offering the
first complete survey of this
information for such an extensive area.
Dr Anda was invited to address the
joint CRC for Water Quality and
Treatment–National Health and
Medical Research Council workshop in
Alice Springs in May 2005, and will
present a paper on the project’s
findings to the International Public
Works Conference in Adelaide in
August 2005.

The coming year will see Theme 2
research topics refocused into Core
Project 4 (‘What makes desert
settlements viable?’) and Core Project
5 (‘Demand-responsive access to
services for settlements’). Ensuring a
smooth transition for researchers and
managers demanded much of Theme 2
Leader Dr Childs’ time. However, he
still managed to contribute to the Alice
Springs bid in the Commonwealth
Government’s $75 million Solar Cities
initiative.

Profile

Kurt Seemann:
Sustainable housing
More than $3.5 billion worth of
new housing and infrastructure is
likely to be built across arid
Australia in the coming decade
and Dr Kurt Seemann, for one, is
concerned that this money be
invested well.

Kurt’s fascination with finding the
best ways to fit housing to people

began as a student in the Solomon Islands.

‘I observed a fair bit of misunderstanding on the part of engineers,
architects and designers during the development of a water-turbine
project. They couldn’t seem to see how people, their available tools
and their environment all fitted together.’

Kurt made a prizewinning film of the project, then took the
experience to 34 remote Aboriginal communities. He then moved to
the CSIRO where he looked at pre- and post-Olympics Sydney.

‘Whatever the scale,’ he says, ‘it’s about getting the best from our
housing and reducing its cost by better understanding the human
response to it. Although we seem to have heaps of data on the
design of sustainable settlements, we don’t. What we have is
anecdotal, inconsistent and junky. It’s as though we still don’t
understand the problem.’

Kurt uses the example of an electric stove, which may be fine in
Sydney but completely out of place in a remote desert community,
with no skilled electrician on hand should things go wrong. To deal
with such problems, Kurt argues, we need to make the process
standard — not the stove.

Equipping outback people with the tools, the skills and the interest
to look after their own infrastructure may be far more productive
than trying to impose standards that ultimately break down. It’s about
‘technacy’, Kurt says — solving the problem in its context. It’s about
taking full advantage of all the attributes of the community to make
its housing last longer, serve it better and cost the community less.
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Theme 2 | Technical Services for Improved Community Viability

# Title Status

2.101 Sparse ad hoc communication networks for desert Field trips to Ngaanyatjarra lands undertaken;
environments (Paul Boustead, UW). technology developed; presentations to industry and 

stakeholders.

2.102 Data and interactive broadcast services for improved service Ongoing work with stakeholders; collaboration with
delivery in desert communities (Tony Eyres, UW,  and Andrew Northern Territory Government.
Turk, MU).

2.103 Maintenance programs and the role of resource agencies Resource profile and capacity documentation
(Martin Anda, MU). milestones achieved; team currently writing up 

findings of full study.

2.104 Improving life cycle of the housing stock in desert Intensive data gathering and initial analysis
communities (Kurt Seemann, SCU). completed.

2.105 Desert built environment thermal performance (Friso Assessment of Building Code of Australia and
DeBoer, CDU). modelling methodologies; discussions with 

researchers at Menzies School of Health Research to 
examine areas of common interest; analyses of specific 
IHANT house designs complete.

2.106 Resource flows and viability (Emma Young, DPC CAT). Agreement reached with a community for an 
intensive study of resource flows. Fieldwork under 
way.

2.107 Remote community water management (Rachel Gibson,  Technical reference group and cooperative
ATSIS (now FACS), DPC CAT). arrangements established with States and Territories. 

Now a joint project with CRC for Water Quality and 
Treatment. Community selected and initial visits 
undertaken.

2.108 Monitoring and impact assessment of household air Project commenced 1 June; Stage one, a comparison of
conditioners in remote communities (Friso de Boer, CDU). evaporative and refrigerative units to identify related

energy consumption figures, commenced.

Theme 2 | Project summary and milestones

The DK-CRC distinguishes between
viability and sustainability. Viability is
measured at a point in time and
covers the range of things that need to
be in place to allow a settlement to
function well at that time.
Sustainability is the ability or resilience
of communities to maintain the
viability over time, withstanding and
adapting to gradual change or sudden
shock. Theme 2 projects are clearly
focused on viability, a recurring phrase
during the preparations for a move
from theme-based to core project-
based research.

The large value of new housing and
infrastructure planned for the desert in
the coming decade came under
scrutiny in several Theme 2 projects,
studying issues such as thermal
performance and (in 2005–06)
electricity consumption by air
conditioners.
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Theme 3 | Governance, Management and 
Leadership for Sustainable Futures

THEME LEADERS

Ms Elizabeth Ganter, NT
Department of the Chief
Minister (Darwin)

Dr Jocelyn Davies, Adelaide
University (Adelaide) and
CSIRO (Alice Springs)

THEME OBJECTIVES

To research and trial
governance models
designed to capture
socioeconomic
opportunities in desert
Australia, recognising
regional geography,
demography and market
failure as the main drivers
of socioeconomic
performance.

The scope of research in
the theme is focused into
three sub-themes: Systems
of Governance for
Community Development;
Institutional Issues in
Economic Development;
and Capacity for
Governance, Management
and Leadership.
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2004–05 overview
The Governance Workshop of
November 2004 demonstrated that the
DK-CRC has established a national
policy network with a focus on desert
governance, particularly Indigenous
governance. The workshop brought
together representatives and
stakeholders from a wide range of
groups, principally government,
academia, the private sector and
Indigenous communities. The
participants engaged in concrete and
informed discussion of actual cases
and issues, and were enthusiastic in
their requests for further DK-CRC
involvement in community governance
(see also Collaboration, page 34). 

The Economic Framework project
(3.108), a major project analysing
resource flows and service delivery to
Indigenous people in central Australia,
highlighted opportunities and
constraints for improved social and
economic outcomes for Indigenous
people in the Alice Springs region. Mr
Ilan Warchivker and his team at the
Centre for Remote Health provided
training in data collection and analysis
as part of the project’s activities,
developing capacity within the range of
local organisations involved.
Participants in the study include former
ATSIC regional leaders, the Indigenous
Coordination Centre in Alice Springs
and the NT Department of Community
Development, Sport and Cultural
Affairs.

Dr Sarah Holcombe and Dr Will
Sanders of ANU worked with the
Anmatjere Community Government
Council (Ti Tree, Northern Territory) on
governance issues. As part of the
Community Governance and Service
Delivery project (3.115) they surveyed
residents about service delivery at
Camp Creek and reported to the
council to assist its deliberations over
future servicing of the camp. DK-CRC

has a number of projects focused in
the Anmatjere region. Another,
Recognition of Indigenous Rights and
Cultural Knowledge in the Management
of Inland Waters (3.113), is a Land and
Water Australia project led by Dr
Naomi Rea of CDU, with DK-CRC
supporting the project to develop
partnerships with elders and schools.
These projects have created
relationships to assist governance and
improve livelihood opportunities
throughout settlements in the region.
DK-CRC’s coordination of these and
other projects operating in the
Anmatjere region is building value
from the research and increasing
awareness of DK-CRC in the
community. 

Theme 3 researchers have also
conducted governance studies in
South Australia and Western Australia.
Assoc Prof Brian Cheers of The
University of South Australia and his
team explored the implications for
outback communities of changes in
natural resource management
legislation in the project Better
Governance for Dispersed Desert
Populations (3.107); and Dr Patrick
Sullivan of AIATSIS scoped issues in
the administration of whole-of-
government initiatives in partnership
with government agencies operating in
the Kimberley region in his project
Scoping Impediments to Service Delivery
(3.116). 

Four projects have given attention to
improving use and management of
Indigenous knowledge in research and
other arenas, reflecting the importance
of this issue to DK-CRC’s capacity to
bring benefit to Indigenous people
from research. The Central Land
Council developed a set of research
protocols to guide researchers and
assist its management of intellectual
and cultural property in research
projects (3.110). DK-CRC also
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supported relevant PhD studies by two
Indigenous geographers: Ms Margaret
Raven of Murdoch University and Ms
Jillian Marsh of The University of
Adelaide (see profile page 33). The
development of livelihoods for
Indigenous people in research was the
focus of the Effective Research and
Development Collaborations project
(3.114) led by Ms Metta Young, with Ms
Kathie Rea of DPC CAT. The project has
developed materials to guide external
researchers in engaging community
members in research project teams.

A high calibre team of Indigenous
researchers began scoping traditional
knowledge and IP management issues
within DK-CRC research. Led by
Ms Sonia Smallacombe, of the School
of Australian Indigenous Knowledge
Systems at CDU, the Traditional
Knowledge/Intellectual Property Scoping
project (3.117) is reviewing local,
national and international systems of
Indigenous IP protection and sharing
and developing a researcher-awareness
strategy. The first participants’
workshop was held in April 2005 with a
second planned for July. This project
has collaborated with the Plants for
People (4.101) researchers to
understand how best to address
Indigenous IP protection.

Another project by an Indigenous
research team, Visible approaches to
capacity building (3.113), explored

Indigenous and non-Indigenous
perspectives on governance,
management and leadership within
selected institutions in Tennant Creek.
Ms Veronica Arbon conducted research
in two sites, with a report to be
completed in October 2005.

Theme 3 events and projects have
engaged stakeholders and researchers
alike, and have succeeded in drawing
interest and attention from diverse
participants and prospective partners.
A seminar series on Indigenous
governance commenced in Darwin as a
collaboration of the national
Indigenous Governance Project (an
Australian Research Council Linkage
project between ANU’s Centre for
Aboriginal Economic and Policy
Research and Reconciliation Australia),
CDU’s School of Australian Indigenous
Knowledge Systems, and the DK-CRC.
The series presented different
perspectives on the concept of
governance for Indigenous and other
Australians, lessons transferable
between communities and the role
government and the private sector play
in improving Indigenous governance. 

A Northern Territory Government
report in August 2004 highlighted the
issues involved in achieving a whole-of-
government approach to partnership in
the DK-CRC; this approach was
circulated as a model for state
government partners. 

Participants at the November 2004
governance workshop included
representatives of state, territory
and federal governments, mining
interests and Indigenous
community councils. Important
relationships were initiated and
cultivated, relationships which
have positive long-term
implications for future DK-CRC
research.

Doing it in the
desert: getting
results

� Guidelines
developed for
research
engagement in
communities and for
engaging community
members in research

Coordinated
approach to service
delivery developed
in Ti Tree following
DK-CRC report

Review of local,
national and
international
Indigenous 
IP management
issues conducted by
Indigenous
researchers

Series of governance
workshops bring
together
stakeholders from
government,
academia and the
private sector
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Ms Ganter and Dr Davies also
addressed numerous workshops and
conferences promoting DK-CRC’s
governance theme, including among
others the Sustainable Economic
Growth for Regional Australia national
conference, the AIATSIS national
conference and a CSIRO international
workshop on property rights and
multiple use.

Over the past two years DK-CRC, and
the participants in this theme in
particular, have demonstrated the
importance of good governance in
achieving economic and social
improvements through research. A
strong team of participants has
emerged in a field of research which
was not widely recognised — a
significant achievement in itself.
Embedding good process in the new
project research structure will ensure
that these improvements continue for
the life of the DK-CRC and beyond.

Both co-leaders participated in the
development of the new DK-CRC core-
project structure, building Theme 3
research results into the new structure
as part of this task. Dr Davies moves
into the role of  Core Project 1 leader
as a CSIRO employee, an outcome of
collaboration between Centre partners
CDU and CSIRO. The NTG’s Research
and Innovation Fund contributed to
the collaboration in order to build the
critical mass of research capacity in
Alice Springs.

Thanks to a DK-CRC PhD scholarship,
Ms Ganter will commence study in
2006, anticipated to be through ANU,
on the relationship between
government and Aboriginal people in
the Northern Territory. Her research
will draw on her work with the NTG
and as a DK-CRC theme co-leader.

Most Theme 3 research will be
completed by October 2005. The
changes in the DK-CRC’s research

Profile

Metta Young: Lessons from America

A prestigious scholarship will help 
DK-CRC project leader Ms Metta Young to
study the ways that Indigenous people in
remote settlements of the USA have
developed enterprises and made the most
of their economic opportunities. 

‘Over the past 15 years, strong and
effective Indigenous governing
institutions have emerged in the USA and
this has led to significant social and

economic development in First Nation communities,’ she explains. ‘This
has changed the way service agencies work with those communities,
and offers valuable lessons for the approaches we’re developing in
Australia.’

Metta won the Fulbright Professional Award in Vocational Education
and Training (VET). In September 2005 she will swap her desk at the
Centre for Appropriate Technology for one at the University of Arizona.
The scholarship will help the DK-CRC consolidate its international links
and expand its collaboration with overseas researchers studying
governance in remote and desert regions. It also complements Metta’s
research for the DK-CRC’s Education Network. 

Growing the Desert, a project Metta undertook for the National Centre
for Vocational Education Research and the Australian Flexible Learning
Framework, examined the big VET challenges facing remote
communities: a growing population of working-age people; doubtful
outcomes from existing VET courses; decreasing investment in adult
and community education programs; and limited job opportunities.

‘I want to better understand the relationships between these issues so
we can build the capacity of adult education providers and develop
effective educational pathways for and with Indigenous people in
remote communities,’ she says.

Metta also leads the Collaboration project, which seeks to identify the
best practices and models for developing the skills desert Indigenous
people need to take part in research and to build livelihoods. The
project will become a web-based resource for desert knowledge
researchers to use when developing and monitoring projects involving
Indigenous community-based researchers.
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# Title Status

3.107 Better governance for dispersed desert populations: A South Literature reviews completed; stakeholder engagement
Australian case study (Brian Cheers, TUSA). established; interview analysis under way.

3.108 Economic framework project (resource allocation and the Project complete; report produced: Indigenous
delivery of services to the Aboriginal population in central population resources in central Australia: a social and
Australia) (Ilan Warchivker, FU/CRH). economic baseline profile.

3.111 Recognition of Indigenous rights and cultural knowledge in the Final milestone report received; trainees nominated by
management of inland waters: Indigenous trainee component of community elders to work as co-researchers. Project to
a LWA-funded project (Naomi Rea, CDU). continue as part of Core Project 1.

3.112 Cultural resource management and land-use decision-making PhD project proposal and preliminary literature 
processes: A case study of Beverley Uranium Mine in review received; fieldwork under way.
Adnyamathanha country (Marcus Lane, UA).

3.113 Visible approaches to governance, leadership and management Project commenced; analysis of two sites in Tennant 
for collaborative relationships and sustainable communities in Creek, NT, under way.
desert regions (Veronica Arbon, DPC CAT).

3.114 Effective research and development collaboration: Participatory Draft strategy and other working papers prepared as 
and capacity-building frameworks for involving desert peoples guidelines for researchers for community employment 
(Metta Young, DPC CAT). and collaboration research.

3.115 Community governance and service delivery in sparsely settled Report completed and delivered to Anmatjere 
desert areas of the Northern Territory: Possibilities for Community Government Council on service delivery 
regionalism and Indigenous engagement (Sarah Holcombe, to Camp Creek residents.
ANU).

3.116 Indigenous community governance in sparsely settled desert Project complete; fieldwork carried out in the 
areas: Case studies in WA: scoping impediments to service Kimberley region and scoping project report delivered.
delivery (Patrick Sullivan, AIATSIS).

3.117 Traditional knowledge/intellectual property scoping project First workshop held April 2005; second workshop 
(Sonia Smallacombe, CDU). in September 2005. 

3.801 NCVER Contract: Growing the desert: effective educational Stage one of project complete; stage two now under 
pathways for remote Indigenous peoples (Metta Young, way; publication produced for NCVER; collaboration  
DPC CAT). with national VET provider cemented.

3.802 Australian Flexible Learning Framework (Alicia Boyle and CDU). Project complete; final report submitted to funding 
body and appraisal of Mobile Adult Learning Units 
has led to commitments to a further unit.

Theme 3 | Project summary and milestones

structure, from a theme-based to a
core project–based approach (see The
Future, page 40), mean that governance
projects will in future be embedded
within the new six core-project
structure. This is in keeping with 
DK-CRC’s original intention, voiced by
many participants, that issues of
governance, management and
leadership — the ‘social science’ of 
DK-CRC — are integral to the Centre’s
work and should be visible throughout
its diverse projects.

The Plants for People (‘P4P’, 4.101)
project typifies the inter-
disciplinary approach to research
adopted by this Centre. A Theme
4 project, P4P embeds Theme 3’s
governance principles as part of its
research methodology. The success
of this approach informed the
restructure of our research into six
core project areas, with a Social
Science Coordinator linking the
two Program Managers. Here,
council of elders meetings take
place in Ceduna and Leonora to
discuss the progress and outcomes
of the project, and issues such as
Indigenous IP.
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Desert Livelihoods

THEME LEADER 

Professor Murray
McGregor, Curtin University
of Technology

THEME OBJECTIVES

To understand how to most
effectively invest public and
private resources in
regional desert economies
and commercialise DK-CRC
outcomes, using a mixture
of action research case
studies and synthetic
complex systems modeling.

The theme achieves its
outcomes through two sub-
themes: Business Systems
for Desert Communities;
and Developing Regional
Futures.
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2004–05 overview
The successful projects of 2003–04
continued this year, complemented by
several new research projects. Of the
original batch of Theme 4 projects,
Plants for People (or P4P, 4.101)
continued to make valuable progress
through the leadership of Prof Louis
Evans (see profile page 28), and the
work of PhD student Mr Kado Muir. 

P4P is at the forefront of the
Indigenous intellectual property (IIP)
debate. Many Indigenous people are
deeply concerned at the potential loss
of cultural and spiritual knowledge
amid the rush by industry to capitalise
on the botanical knowledge held by
Indigenous people. Their plant
knowledge is increasingly sought after
by the manufacturing and
pharmaceutical industries. For their
part, many agents are reluctant to enter
into commercial contracts that contain
IIP components, fearful of losing
access to important data considered to
be culturally confidential.

The P4P project worked closely with
the Ngalia community of Leonora,
Western Australia, as well as with other
Aboriginal communities in the
Northern Territory, South Australia and
Western Australia. A project asset is the
participation of researcher and
doctoral student Mr Muir, an initiated
Ngalia lawman (or wati), and
community leader. Mr Muir negotiated
the fine line of mutual responsibility to
both his Aboriginal peers and his
professional colleagues — no mean
feat. Following an initial scoping
period, the P4P team has described and
analysed natural resource management
features of Indigenous knowledge with
a view to ‘value adding’ traditional
knowledge in ways which offer
economic benefits and IIP integrity. Six
universities, government departments
from two states, and a number of

community members have been
involved in the project, a testament to
the collaborative and inclusive
approach taken by the team.

The Outback Atlas project (4.105) of
2003–04 fed into a second project,
Mapping Socio-regions of Outback
Australia (4.114). Dr Yiheyis Maru led
both projects and collaborated with the
Tropical Savannas CRC and the
Northern Territory Government’s
Department of the Chief Minister. A
publication, Profiling outback
livelihoods, was distributed to regional
community government councils,
government departments and mining
companies with stakes in outback
regions. The initial project mapped
regional community viability and
highlighted diversity within the
outback, examples being the diverse
interests of pastoralists, Aboriginal
people and table-grape producers in
and around Ti Tree, Northern Territory.
The second project has begun
discussions with the Australian Bureau
of Statistics to identify areas for socio-
regional mapping. The ABS’s data is
crucial for the mapping component,
which is due to commence in
September 2005.

Many viable projects in desert regions
suffer from the lack of research
capacity. One Theme 4 project that
addressed this issue as part of its
research was the Population Estimation
and Mobility in Town Camps project
(4.107) led by Mr Ilan Warchivker.
Tangentyere Council — the
organisation that oversees
maintenance and service delivery to
the town ‘camps’, or Aboriginal
communities, in Alice Springs —
helped the team to recruit Indigenous
researchers to carry out survey work.
Not only did this method improve the
quality of the data gained, it also
significantly developed the capacity of
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these researchers, who were
subsequently involved in data analysis
and feedback to their communities.

Three surveys, carried out over a 12–18
month period, examined mobility
within and between town camps. The
data will allow governments, councils
and agencies to deliver their services
more efficiently and accurately, an
issue severely constrained by the
current unforeseen and unpredictable
population movements in this
demographic.

Several scoping projects started during
the year: Scoping Demographic Research
in the Australian Desert and Tropical
Savannas (4.108), Staff Attraction and
Retention Rates in Desert Australia
(4.004) and Review of Existing Desert,
Environmental and Societal Brands
(4.112). This latter project, involving
collaboration with themes 1 and 3, will
provide guidance to the DK-CRC Board
and management to determine the
critical features of ‘appellation’, or
branding of a defined geographical
region. The project will report on the
viability and structure of a branding
scheme for products and services from
desert Australia.

The scoping work that informed last
year’s tourism sustainability regional
development strategy (4.102) led into a
second stage project, Central Australian
Tourism Futures II (4.110). Continued
collaboration between CSIRO, the
Northern Territory Tourist Commission
and the Central Australian Tourism
Industry Association resulted in a
workshop which discussed and
reviewed survey strategies. The
participants concluded that no single
survey would meet all needs; a
template is currently under
development which can be adapted to
a variety of different environments and
contexts.
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Doing it in the desert: getting results
95% retention rate through training and survey work
among community-based Indigenous researchers
collecting data on mobility in central Australia, with 
greatly improved data quality

Plants for People project expands its geographic scope 
and creates opportunities for the linking of Indigenous
knowledge and western science

Louise Moylan’s PhD delivers clear results about success
factors in establishing Aboriginal enterprises

Tourism projects deliver a strategy for future desert 
tourism research

The Outback Atlas project of 2003–04 fed into the more comprehensive Outback
Livelihoods project (4.111), which will commence in earnest in 2005-06. This second
project will examine the ways in which communities engage with different
livelihood opportunities and issues. An example is the vibrant growth of the table-
grape industry in Ti Tree, Northern Territory. The satellite images (above), taken in
1980 and 2002, illustrate the huge growth in horticulture in the region. The number
of local people employed, however, is low. Understanding community viability not
only requires an examination of industry trends and activities, but knowledge of
trends and interactions within the community itself.
The Outback Livelihoods project will continue to work with the Ti Tree community,
with possible ties emerging with Theme 3 governance research undertaken for the
Anmatjere Community Government Council.
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The views of the owner-operators and
managers of Aboriginal enterprises
were at the centre of project 4.103,
Aboriginal Enterprises Operating in the
Mining Industry. The research, carried
out by PhD student Ms Louise Moylan
and led by Theme 3 Co-Leader
Dr Jocelyn Davies, sought to discover
exactly what made an enterprise
successful. Ms Moylan conducted
fieldwork throughout the Anangu
Pitjantjatjara lands, the Alice Springs
region, the Flinders Ranges and rural
Victoria, surveying over 60 enterprises.

Analysis shows that Aboriginal owner-
operators believe that maintaining
their culture and family relationships
benefit their enterprise, and vice versa.
However, managers of community-
owned enterprises tended to see
themselves as less successful, often as
a result of the pressure upon them to
fulfill social obligations (i.e. family and
community) as well as achieving
commercial success. Demand for the
outcomes of Ms Moylan’s research has
been so strong that her progress on
her PhD thesis has been interrupted
several times. An article for the SA
Mining publication MESA is currently
being prepared in response to the
many queries about the research
outcomes.

Profile

Louis Evans: Seeds of success

Prof Louis Evans is the youngest
of five sisters, all of whom were
encouraged into careers by their
farmer mother. ‘Mum picked me
as a scientist because I was always
in the garden or down the river,’
she recalls.

But the highlight of Louis’ career
so far, the ground-breaking Plants

for People project, may never have happened if wasn’t for her brush
with cancer. Forced to confront her mortality and the purpose of
her life, Louis made a transforming decision. ‘I wanted my work to
produce outcomes that would enhance the quality of human life.’

Her background in biomedical science, combined with an interest
in natural therapies, sparked an investigation of Aboriginal
medicinal plants. A meeting with Titjikala elder and ngangkari
(traditional healer) Joe Briscoe germinated the seed of a project
aimed at preserving Aboriginal knowledge about the healing and
health-giving properties of desert plants, and using this knowledge
in enterprise development. The elders of Titjikala now work with
scientists, trying to discover the compounds that make their bush
medicines so effective.

‘There’s great potential to incorporate desert plants into our diet to
protect people against chronic diseases such as heart disease and
diabetes,’ Louis says. ‘If we discover what makes these bush
medicines work, then the royalties will flow back to the community
which identified the plants for us.’

The project has spread to
communities in Western
and South Australia, with
participants developing
enterprises in
horticulture, bush food
and medicine and
cultural heritage. 

At Titjikala it spawned a tourism venture which sees elders impress
their visitors with their hunting, gathering and story-telling talents.
‘The older people are developing skills and self-esteem and the
realisation that non-Aboriginal people are interested in their
knowledge, while the younger generation is gaining respect for
their own culture.’
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# Title Status

4.002 DK-CRC network analysis (Murray McGregor, CUT). Ongoing assessment of changing networks within 
DK-CRC; second survey in progress.

4.003 Small business systems (Murray McGregor, CUT). Over 280 businesses across five regions engaged in the
linked business forum.

4.004 Scoping study on staff attraction and retention issues and Ongoing. Regional contracts confirmed; planning for 
solutions in desert Australia (Martin Bent, CUT). consultation programs in place.

4.101 Plants for people (P4P), (Louis Evans, CUT). Description and analysis of NRM features of 
Indigenous knowledge; development of IIP protocols.

4.103 Aboriginal business enterprises operating in the mining Louise Moylan PhD project; fieldwork complete and
industry: The implications of economic and social interactivity analysis and write-up currently under way.
(Jocelyn Davies, UA/CSIRO).

4.104 Scoping study of tourism in Australian desert regions Project complete; final report with strategy for 
(Pascal Tremblay, CDU). future research-setting priorities for core project 

developments.

4.105 Development of an ‘Outback Atlas’ (Yiheyis Maru, CSIRO). Completed. Publication produced; findings fed into 
4.114.

4.106 Multiple use opportunities for Australia’s outback landscapes International  workshop on common property 
(Romy Greiner, CSIRO). arrangements held; case study on regional institutions 

in western Queensland under way.

4.107 Population estimation and mobility in town camps (Ilan Surveys conducted in town camps; capacity-building
Warchivker, FU/CRH). through cohort involvement and training.

4.108 Scoping demographic research in the Australian desert and Analyses of desert demographic data continues.
tropical savannas (John Taylor, ANU).

4.109 Indigenous tourism, with Sustainable Tourism CRC, Tropical Research fellow, Joc Schmiechen, appointed to this
Savannas CRC and NT Tourist Commission (Pascal Tremblay, collaborative project in February 2005, and extensive
CDU). consultations being undertaken nationally.

4.110 Central Australian tourism futures II: Refining regional Collaboration between CSIRO, NTTC and CATIA. 
development strategies, using a systems approach Workshop discussed and reviewed survey strategies;
(Marg Friedel, CSIRO). template is under development adaptable to a variety 

of environments and contexts.

4.111 Understanding outback livelihoods: Identifying and linking key This project has had a long gestation, but some 
social and economic issues affecting the viability of outback regional components are now under way.
regions (Rolf Gerritsen, NTG).

4.112 Review of existing desert, environmental and societal brands Collaboration between themes 1 and 3. Analysis of
(Christine Storer, CUT). ‘appellation’ (branding of a defined geographical 

region). Report on the viability of a branding scheme 
for products and services from desert Australia 
under way.

4.114 Mapping socio-regions of outback Australia (Yiheyis Maru, Developing a regionalisation to permit readier
CSIRO). generalisation of results from other regional projects.

4.801 AusIndustry: DKA business networks (Mike Crowe, DKA). Ongoing; second round workshops and report
complete; some business clusters have begun achieving 
business outcomes, such as the mining services group, 
which is successfully bidding for jobs which would 
otherwise have left the region.

4.802 People, communities and economies of the Lake Eyre Basin Just approved; now at contract negotiation stage, but 
(Mark Stafford Smith, DK-CRC). with strong stakeholder support.

Theme 4 | Project summary and milestones



he Centre’s education providers
come together in the Desert

Knowledge Education Network. A
steering committee, chaired by the
CEO, guides the Network’s coordinator.
The Network coordinates all capacity-
building activities, maintains a balance
between higher degrees and vocational
training, and supports training activities
across themes.

2004–05 overview
Our second year of operation saw a
notable increase in the number of
students. Potential PhD candidates
responded to advertisements in a
variety of media, from the mainstream
press to the DK-CRC web site. This site
is part of the Centre’s overall IT
development strategy and recognises
that Australia’s desert communities are
spread over vast distances. The
coordinator and Education Network
team learned valuable lessons from the
partially successful on-line call for
doctoral candidates. We discovered
that candidates respond in different
ways to these different media, and
insights such as this will inform future
recruitment strategies.

Our first group of PhD students and
trainees attended the inaugural 
DK-CRC Student Forum in January and
February 2005. Held at the Alice Springs
offices of CSIRO and the central
Australian campus of Charles Darwin
University, the forum allowed students
to meet one another and the DK-CRC
executive. Ms Boyle’s role in the
Sustainable Tourism CRC enabled
students of both CRCs to meet in the
one venue at the same time. Apart
from increasing the critical mass of
students, Ms Boyle gained extremely
favourable reports from the STCRC
students — many of whom underwent
a crash course in desert knowledge!

The Education Network focused its
activities on two areas: postgraduate

scholarships and
supervision; and
vocational
education and
training (VET). VET
offers great growth
potential for 
DK-CRC. While the
majority of CRCs
focus their
educational activities purely on
doctoral students, students in desert
Australia — particularly Indigenous
students — have much to gain from
VET scholarships and research
involvement. DK-CRC is already
achieving excellent research results, a
competitive advantage when attracting
external funding. To this end, Ms Boyle
developed strategic and highly
successful links with several important
VET organisations, funding bodies and
providers.

The Commonwealth-funded Australian
Flexible Learning Framework (AFLF)
provided funding towards the
production of two reports: Desert
Disconnections: e-learning and remote
Indigenous peoples, co-authored by
Metta Young of DPC CAT; and MALUs:
a case study of the use of mobile adult
learning units, was jointly compiled by
CDU and DK-CRC. The AFLF
extensively promotes and distributes
both publications to its client base of
state and federal government, TAFE and
VET educators.

The National Centre for Vocational
Education Research Ltd (NCVER),
Australia’s principal provider of VET
research and statistics, also funded 
DK-CRC. The grant (the first received
by any CRC from NCVER) funded the
publication of Growing the desert:
effective educational pathways for
remote Indigenous peoples. This was
the first stage in a study of Indigenous
education. In August 2005 it will be
followed by a forum conducted

Coordinator of 
DK-CRC Education
and Training
Ms Alicia Boyle

Education & Training
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through the DK-CRC web site. The
relationship with the NCVER gave huge
exposure to the DK-CRC in an
important market and presents an
important strategic collaboration for
the Centre. The NCVER (effectively the
Australian Research Council of
vocational and education training) is
keen to expand into Australia’s remote
areas and the DK-CRC is uniquely
positioned to facilitate this expansion.

The Centre attended and hosted
several high profile workshops and
symposia during the year, the highest
profile being the education day
preceding the annual CRC Association
conference at Melbourne in May 2005.
The conference allowed the DK-CRC to
showcase its progress, particularly in
the field of VET. The presentation,
prepared by Ms Boyle but delivered by
Theme 4 Leader Prof Murray McGregor,
triggered a stream of enquiries from
private providers wishing to engage
with the desert VET market. 

In November 2004 Ms Boyle and Dr Jan
Richardson of the Education Network
gave a presentation at the bi-annual
Living Deserts symposium at CDU.
Ms Boyle discussed the role of CDU’s
Mobile Adult Learning Units (MALUs),
literally mobile classrooms that service
remote central Australian communities.
There are three MALUs currently
operating: Ms Boyle’s presentation and
the two AFLF publications contributed
to the Northern Territory Government’s
decision to commission a fourth MALU
in 2005. Ms Boyle presented a paper on
education research at the AFLF Sharing
Workshop in the same month. One of
only 15 presentations, it once again
showcased the inroads the Centre has
made into desert learning. 

Work on the DK-CRC’s eight-unit
Master’s Degree in Desert Science, to
be accredited and delivered through
partner universities, has begun. The first
unit, ‘Characteristics and

Methodologies of Desert Research’, is
being developed by a national team led
by The University of South Australia’s
Whyalla campus, and will be delivered
in Semester 1, 2006. The second unit,
‘Interpreting Australian Deserts’, is still
under review. Finding suitably
experienced instructional designers
who combine the capacity to deliver the
online component with experience with
Indigenous learners has proved to be
difficult. 

A revised DK-CRC web site will offer
greater opportunities for student
outreach in the coming year. Access to
IT is still a hurdle for some remote
students, but Ms Boyle is intent on
improving this area of the Centre’s
service. Work in creating a more
interactive site (similar to the project
tracking section used in research
monitoring) will commence in 2005–06.
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Three Mobile Adult Learning Units,
or MALUs, are operated by Charles
Darwin University throughout
central Australia. Each MALU
travels to four communities per
year, staying for ten-week blocks.
MALU 1 focuses on the trade fields
(welding, fabrication and
automotive), MALU 2 on
governance, literacy and numeracy,
and IT, and MALU 3 on interactive
distance learning. Following work
by DK-CRC researchers, the
Northern Territory Government
will commission a fourth MALU in
2005–06.
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Study level, title and (where applicable) 
Student associated project code Partner

Kenneth Clark PhD: Utilising spatial data for analysis of landscape UA
function and diversity (1.505).

Fiona Daly MSc: Development of grazing systems to satisfy CUT
both livestock and production bioconservation 
goals (1.508).

Terri Harbrow Trainee: DK-CRC Secretariat and Network & DK-CRC
Communications section.

Adam Leavesley PhD: The response of birds to the fire regimes of ANU
mulga woodland in central Australia (1.109).

Kirsten Maclean PhD: Between spaces: negotiating environmental ANU
knowledges at the environment and development
interface, Australia (1.109/1.502).

Jillian Marsh PhD: A critical analysis of the decision-making UA
protocols used in approving a commercial mining
lease for Beverley Uranium Mine in Adnyamathanha
country (3.112).

Maurice McGinley Interactive television design methodologies for MU
remote communities (2.503).

Louise Moylan PhD: Aboriginal business enterprises operating UA
in the mining industry: The implications of 
economic and social interactivity (4.103).

Kado Muir PhD: Applying Indigenous knowledge on plants to CUT
develop Indigenous community enterprises: Ngalia
case study (4.501).

Anstee Nicholas MSc: Assessing land management implications for CDU
floristic species diversity in mulga/spinifex 
communities in central Australia (1.109/1.504).

Raghunadh Palisetty PhD: Effects of sheep, kangaroos and rabbits on TUSA
the regeneration of trees and shrubs in the 
chenopod shrublands, South Australia (1.501).

Chancey Peach Trainee, Desert Wildlife Park, Alice Springs.

Margaret Raven PhD: Indigenous intellectual property protocol UA
(3.504).

Deborah Rockstroh PhD: Capacity for innovation in desert communities UW
for extending life cycles of built environments (2.501).

Dusty Severtson Hons: Termite-based paper management project: CUT
A landfill of opportunity (4.502).

Dorothy Turner PhD: Fire regimes in desert Australia on a UA
continental scale (1.109/1.503).

Jane Walker PhD: Indicators for land management outcomes CDU
congruent with Aboriginal cultural objectives (3.503).

Fiona Walsh PhD: Aboriginal resource use and land UWA
management practices among Martu people in 
the Great Sandy Desert, WA (1.102).

Nicholas Webb PhD: AUSLEM: A tool for identifying landscape UQ/UW
susceptibility to wind erosion in Australia (1.506).

Melanie Werner PhD: Sustainable technology development for the UW
reverse osmosis solar installation (ROSI) (2.502).

Mara West Hons: Making family and communities strong MU
through small business (2.504).

The first DK-CRC student forum
was held in Alice Springs in
January and February 2005.
Education and Training
Coordinator Ms Alicia Boyle’s links
with the Sustainable Tourism CRC
created the opportunity for both
groups of students to meet, mix
and discuss areas of mutual
interest.

DK-CRC students

All students receive some funding from DK-CRC, but not necessarily stipends.
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Profile

Jillian Marsh: Mining Rock People country

Jillian Marsh grew up in the coal-mining town of Leigh
Creek, in South Australia’s Flinders Ranges. To Jillian and her
Adnyamathanha family the ranges are Adnyamathanha yarta:
the country of the rock people.

The adults around her often talked about the mine. ‘Back in
the Sixties and Seventies we had no say about what happened to our country,’ she
remembers. ‘The coal itself, and where it’s located, are central to our Muda, our
Dreaming, yet nobody bothered to ask the elders for permission to extract it. It
was a fundamental blow to the continuity of our ceremonial and spiritual life.’ In
the 1980s Jillian worked in the mine’s administrative and safety office, though
many of her people did not want to work at the mine because of their knowledge
of the Muda. 

She first heard about the Beverley
Uranium Mine a decade later, as an
undergraduate involved in the Flinders
Ranges Aboriginal Heritage Consultative
Committee. Heathgate Resources, an
Australian subsidiary of US energy giant
General Atomics, was exploring for
uranium in an area of Adnyamathanha
country known to the traditional
custodians as virdni yarta: poison
country. The mine started commercial
production in 2001 after agreements
were signed with the area’s Native Title
claimants.

Jillian’s postgraduate research with the
University of Adelaide and DK-CRC
examines how the Adnyamathanha’s
perspectives and values were
considered prior to government
approval of the mine. By investigating
her own community’s experience, Jillian
is building a case study of Indigenous
community engagement with mining
development. She’s particularly
interested in understanding the extent
to which this process reflects
Indigenous knowledge.

‘Here in Australia it’s about developing mutually respectful partnerships where
Indigenous people play a meaningful role in looking after their country,’ she says.
‘I’d also like to see more of us getting involved in research and cultural heritage
management. If my work inspired some of our young people, that would be great.’

The main trunk line delivering
mining solution to Beverley
Uranium Mine.
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ollaboration continues to sit at the
centre of DK-CRC’s research and

utilisation strategy. We require projects
to have multiple partners and strong
stakeholder engagement before
funding is approved, often establishing
steering groups for larger projects. We
see that the key route to uptake of
research results is to have end users —
whether industry, community or
government — involved in the course
of the project. 

We also see that linking organisations
is a core responsibility of DK-CRC.
Hence our links with other CRCs
continued to grow. Our closest
collaborator is the Tropical Savannas
CRC, though links were cemented with
Sustainable Tourism CRC and the CRC
for Water Quality and Treatment. Our
success in competitive tenders resulted
in a number of external project grants,
principally funded from
Commonwealth Government sources.
These often enable us to extend our
collaborations beyond partners and
build relationships with new
stakeholders.

A fully revised inter- and intranet
system allowed project leaders to post
quarterly reports, milestones and
financial summaries on-line, thus
streamlining the demands on theme
leaders. The site is accessed by a portal
shared with Desert Knowledge
Australia, and has achieved a 
significant increase in traffic between
the two organisations. A major
innovation was use of the site for the
NCVER forum (see Education and
Training, page 30) which involved
invitations being sent out to 200
remote practitioners and educators.
The Education and Training function
also used the site as one arm of its
doctoral recruitment strategy.

As noted, a focus on strategies to
maintain links with our end users is a
basic requirement of any project

considered for adoption by the 
DK-CRC, or any research
commissioned by the Centre. An
outstanding example was the ‘Wind
erosion risk management’ project
(1.104). National interest by research
users and stakeholders in the use of
the Dust Storm Index, which measures
wind erosion monitoring, was vigorous.
Requests for wind erosion mapping
services were received from the
Productivity Commission, the National
State of the Environment Report (2006)
and the Australian Collaborative
Rangeland Information System. A
productive research relationship was
established with the Lower
Murray–Darling Catchment
Management Authority, with the
establishment of an intensive
DustWatch network. 

The Governance Workshop held in
November 2004 was attended by
representatives of the Northern
Territory, Western Australian and South
Australian governments; the
Commonwealth Department of Family
and Community Services, the Office of
Indigenous Policy Coordination and
the Office of the Registrar of Aboriginal
Corporations; the Productivity
Commission; Newmont Australia and
Rio Tinto Pty Ltd; Tangentyere Council,
Anmatjere Community Government
Council and the Alyawarr Council.
These groups represent many of our
key stakeholders, particularly in remote
Indigenous communities. Relationships
with these bodies are critical to the
successful implementation of the
outcomes of desert knowledge
research in those areas which stand to
benefit the most.

Mr Martin Anda’s work within Theme 2
has significantly strengthened the
Centre’s relationship with several
Indigenous communities. Like many
projects, the success of Theme 2’s work
is reliant upon a combined

Collaboration
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understanding of ‘macro-data’
(resource flows and service delivery)
and ‘micro-data’ (how individuals create
and consume resources on a day-to-day
basis). Both require complete trust and
integrity; our project workers’ positive
dealings with university and regional
ethics committees are testament to the
groundwork in this area.

Our Education and Training function
has maintained a high profile both
within the Centre and among our
partners. As with the various research
themes, its ability to win competitive
tenders bodes well for the long-term
future of the desert knowledge
partnership. Grants from the AFLF and
NCVER — the first received by any CRC
— have enhanced the Centre’s access
to the key stakeholder group of
Indigenous vocational and educational
trainees. Further work by Education
Coordinator Ms Boyle resulted in a

productive collaboration with the
Sustainable Tourism CRC.

Business Manager Mr Manfred Claasz
addressed the issue of intellectual
property (IP) — particularly that of
Indigenous IP, which is and will
continue to be an important area of
development within the Centre. In
spite of its relative youth as an
organisation, the DK-CRC already finds
itself at the forefront of requests from
government and private enterprise for
information and our experience in this
developing field. Mr Claasz also
attended a large number of stakeholder
events, ranging in scale from
government-facilitated industry
workshops to regional events aimed at
small-scale technology users. The new
core-project structure to be adopted
from 2005 (see page 40) is framed even
more strongly around end-user
involvement in projects.
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The DK-CRC continued to
develop strong links with
private enterprise and local
community government.
Dr Craig James (centre) met
with Ms Sally McMartin
(Newmont Australia) and
Mr George Cooley (Umoona
Community, Coober Pedy,
and the Lake Eyre Basin
Community Group) during
workshops to develop the
new core-project structure.



n 2004–05, DK-CRC operated a joint
networking and communications

team with Desert Knowledge Australia
(DKA) consisting of Ms Katie Vargo
(DK-CRC Network and
Communications Officer), Ms Elke
Wiesmann (DK-CRC Media Officer),
Ms Laurelle Halford (DKA Marketing
Officer) and Mr Mike Crowe (DKA
Networking and Communications
Manager). Ms Terri Harbrow is the
secretariat’s trainee.

The growth in research activities within
the DK-CRC was matched by a
corresponding growth in the activities
of the Networking and
Communications unit, as predicted in
the Centre’s establishment plan. In
order to meet these demands the unit
took on two new staff and instituted a
range of initiatives which, together,
resulted in a more strategic and more
focused profile for the DK-CRC.

In February 2005 Ms Elke Wiesmann
was recruited as media officer on a
part-time basis to oversee the
communication of desert knowledge
research to the media. Science
communicator Mr Julian Cribb was also
recruited on a casual basis to prepare a
series of project profiles and ‘desert
knowledge stories’. This collaboration
has seen a dramatic and measurable
increase in the production and uptake
of our media outputs: a total of about
200 media items mentioned DK-CRC,
its staff or projects during 2004–05. The
unit can now quantify the response to
an individual press release, assess a
project’s ability to penetrate a media
market and offer advice and feedback
to project leaders, researchers and
stakeholders. Since the beginning of
the year the unit has engaged more
closely with Indigenous media
organisations, both in desert regions
and nationally. Strategies are now in
place to build on these links over the
coming years.

The Centre continued its collaborative
web-site arrangement with Desert

Knowledge Australia, though the 
DK-CRC’s section was entirely revised
and redesigned. The new site’s Project
Tracking System allows project leaders
to log their time, milestones and
finances, significantly improving
communication between projects and
theme leaders. 

DK-CRC Office Manager Ms Ruth
Brown took over development of phase
two of the redesign which will see the
information contained in project
reports expanded and improved. 

Ms Terri Harbrow was recruited in
November 2004 to assist the secretariat
with office administration, the web-site
redesign, and the preparation of
publication templates and reports. The
circulation of our quarterly 
e-newsletter Desert tracts — which
profiles projects, events and core
partners — continued to grow, with
virtually no ‘unsubscribes’ recorded.

The joint networking and
communications team met fortnightly
throughout the year to discuss
strategies, projects, areas of mutual
interest and opportunities for
promotion and networking. The
network development was focused on
the DKA Regional Video Network and
projects that developed from it,
particularly the AusIndustry-funded
Linked Business Networks Project. A
joint initiative of DKA and the DK-CRC,
and strongly supported by Telstra and a
range of regional organisations from
across five desert regions, this project
developed business networks in the

Networking & Communications
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Networking and Communications Officers
for (left) DK-CRC, Ms Katie Vargo, and
(right) for DKA, Mr Mike Crowe.
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mining services, tourism, sustainable
housing and the bush produce
industry. The project is already
providing business outcomes for the
businesses involved. 

The unit helped to facilitate and
publicise the 2005 CRC-wide
conference, held in Alice Springs in
February, and the governance
workshop of November 2004. The 
DK-CRC conference was the first
opportunity for all researchers to meet
in one location. It allowed them to
present and discuss their projects, and
immediately fostered inter-theme links
in areas such as natural resource
management and governance.

International links were fostered on
several fronts. In China, Dr Stafford
Smith made contact with Xinjiang
University of Urumqi, western China,
and in Washington DC visited the
World Bank and Nature Conservancy. 

Researcher Mr Grant Allan received
funding to add value to a trip to north
America. Mr Allan visited the Desert
Research Institute in Reno, Nevada and
the Forest Service in Salt Lake City,
Utah, where he gave presentations on
the research and findings to date of the
Desert Fire project (1.109). Mr Allan also
discussed opportunities for
collaboration and knowledge sharing
with the staff of these organisations.

The CEO, Dr Stafford Smith, was also
called on to deliver a Deakin Lecture at
two locations in Victoria, in which he
chose to speak on links between
western science and Indigenous
knowledge.

Media
DK-CRC’s media coverage increased
from early 2005 and continues to build.
During the 2004–05 year 72 print stories
(six of them in national/metropolitan
papers and four in Indigenous papers),
48 radio stories, 10 on-line stories and
one TV news item mentioned the DK-
CRC, its staff or projects. This tally does
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Above: The nation’s focus turned
to the Centre for Appropriate
Technology when Prince Charles,
visiting Australia in early 2005, was
briefed on desert knowledge by
Dr Bruce Walker.

Left: People at the Alice Springs
Show were delighted to be offered
wattle seed ice-cream, served here
by DKA’s Ms Laurelle Halford.

Below: The DK-CRC’s Networking
and Communications team
expanded to three members
during the year. Trainee Ms Terri
Harbrow (far left) shares the
Centre’s offices at the CSIRO with
Ms Elke Wiesmann (centre) and 
Ms Katie Vargo.

not include the excellent performance
of the DustWatch media release, which
resulted in 30 print stories (including
the front pages of the Canberra Times
and the NT News), 63 radio stories and
one national TV item. It eclipsed the
SANDS project, which in 2004–05
attracted the second-most media
coverage (14 print, three radio, four on
line), followed by a wide variety of ‘big
picture’ stories about Desert
Knowledge (seven print, 13 radio and
one on line). Third place was shared by
Plants for People (four print, seven
radio), Linked Business Network (eight
print, two radio) and Murray
McGregor’s ‘Small Business Research
Opportunities’ (six print, four radio).
Other projects that attracted
reasonable media coverage were the
Rotational Grazing and Staff Attraction
and Retention projects.



Specified Personnel, Awards 
& Publications
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Specified personnel
Time allocation to 

Title and name Role Organisation DK-CRC (0.0–1.0)

Dr Mark Stafford Smith Chief Executive Officer DK-CRC 1.0

Mr Manfred Claasz Business Manager DK-CRC 1.0

Dr Craig James Leader, Theme 1 DK-CRC/CSIRO 0.7

Dr John Childs Leader, Theme 2 DK-CRC/NT DIPE 0.4

Ms Elizabeth Ganter Co-leader, Theme 3 DK-CRC/NT OTD 0.3

Dr Jocelyn Davies Co-leader, Theme 3 DK-CRC/UA 0.3

Prof Murray McGregor Leader, Theme 4 DK-CRC/CUT 0.5

Ms Alicia Boyle Education Coordinator DK-CRC/CDU 0.6

Awards
The CEO, Dr Mark Stafford Smith, was the joint
recipient of the inaugural Northern Territory
Research and Development Award in Darwin
in May 2005.

Publications: books,
chapters, journal articles
Bastin G 2005, ‘ACRIS: reporting change in the
rangelands’, in The Australian Rangeland
Society Range Management Newsletter, vol. 5,
Alice Springs, July 2005, pp. 1–7.

Bastin G, Watson I, Della Torre B, Grant R &
Karfs R 2005, Australian Collaborative
Rangeland Information System: reporting
change in the rangelands, Desert Knowledge
CRC, Alice Springs.

Davies J & Marty S 2004, ‘For healthy country
and healthy people: Indigenous land
management in central Australia’, in
proceedings of Australian Rangeland Society
13th Biennial Conference, Alice Springs, July
2004.

Fisher A, Hunt L, James C, Landsberg J, Phelps
D, Smyth A & Watson A 2004, Desktop review
of total grazing management issues and
priorities for biodiversity conservation in the
rangelands, Desert Knowledge CRC, Alice
Springs.

Greiner R & Friedel MH 2004, ‘Tourism as a
driver for regional growth and diversification’,
in Living in the outback: conference papers of
the Australian Rangeland Society 13th Biennial
Conference, GN Bastin, D Walsh & S Nicolson
(eds), Australian Rangeland Society, Adelaide,
South Australia, pp. 228–33.

McGregor MJ 2004, ‘Not just small change: the
DK-CRC, LBNP and how it links to Curtin’s
Research Unit for the Studies of Societies in
Change program’, in CITE issue 5, pp. 9–10.

McKeon GM, Crimp SJ, Cunningham GM, Day
KA, Hall WB, Henry BK, McTainsh GH, Orr DM,
Owens JS, Power SB, Stone GS, Syktus &

Wilcox DG 2004, ‘Historical degradation
episodes in Australia: global climate and
economic forces and their interaction with
rangeland grazing systems’, in McKeon GM,
Hall WB, Henry BK, Stone GS & Watson IW
(eds), Pasture degradation and recovery in
Australia’s rangelands: learning from history,
Queensland Department of Natural Resources,
Mines and Energy, Brisbane, pp. 27–86.

Miller C, James C, Kroon F, Fisher A, Hancock P,
Smyth A & Gordon I, 2005, Best practice
sustainable water management in the
rangelands, Desert Knowledge CRC, Alice
Springs.

Mitchell J, Pearce R, Stevens M, Taylor J &
Warchivker I 2005, Indigenous populations and
resource flows in central Australia: a social and
economic baseline profile, Desert Knowledge
CRC, Alice Springs.

Myers B, Allan G, Bradstock R, Dias L, Duff G,
Jacklyn P, Landsberg J, Morrison J, Russell-
Smith J & Williams R 2004, Fire management in
the rangelands, Tropical Savannas CRC,
Darwin.

Puckey H, O’Malley C, Waycott M &
Friedel MH 2004, ‘The dispersal, impact and
management of buffel grass (Cenchrus ciliaris)
in central Australia’, in Living in the outback:
conference papers of the Australian Rangeland
Society 13th Biennial Conference, GN Bastin,
D Walsh & S Nicolson (eds), Australian
Rangeland Society, Adelaide, South Australia,
pp. 347–8.

Stafford Smith M & Wand P 2004, ‘Developing a
knowledge base for sustainable outback living’,
in Living in the outback: conference papers of
the Australian Rangeland Society 13th Biennial
Conference, GN Bastin, D Walsh & S Nicolson
(eds), Australian Rangeland Society, Adelaide,
South Australia, pp. 15–22.

Thompson G & Pforr C 2005, ‘Policy networks
and good governance: a discussion’, SOM
Working Paper Series, Curtin University, Perth,
pp. 1–12.PH
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Young M, Guenther J, Boyle A, Schaber E &
Richardson J 2005, Growing the desert:
regional and educational profiles of the
Australian desert and its Indigenous
peoples, NCVER, Adelaide, SA.

Young M, Robertson P, Sawyer G &
Guenther J 2005, Desert disconnections: 
e-learning and remote Indigenous peoples,
NCVER, Adelaide, SA.

Presentations
Abolhasan M, Wysocki T & Lipman J 2005,
‘Performance investigation on three classes
of MANET routing protocols: results of a
simulation study’, Seminar Series,
Telecommunications and IT Research
Institute, University of Wollongong, May
2005, pp. 1–5.

Boyle A 2004, ‘Making a difference in the
desert, conference paper, Australian Flexible
Learning Association leaders workshop,
9–10 December 2004.

Davies J 2004, ‘Engaging indigenous
partnerships’, poster paper at Australian
Rangeland Society 13th Biennial
Conference, Alice Springs, 5–8 July 2004.

Davies J & Aboriginal Legal Rights
Movement of South Australia 2005, ‘Centre
and margin: native title, risk and benefit
sharing in multiple-use landscapes of desert
Australia’ presentation at Property rights:
the key to achieving ecologically sustainable
development in Outback regions,
workshop, Undara, Queensland, 1–3 March
2005.

Davies J & Furber H 2004, ‘Getting the
relationship right between Western
governance systems and traditional owners’,
conference paper, in SEGRA 8th national
conference proceedings CD-ROM, Alice
Springs, September 2004.

Davies J & James C 2005, ‘Research methods
for desert regions’, presentation at the 
DK-CRC and CAUTHE postgraduate student
forum, Charles Darwin University, Alice
Springs, 1 February 2005.

Friedel M 2005, ‘Central Australian tourism
futures’, conference paper at proceedings of
the CAUTHE conference, Alice Springs,
1–5 February 2005.

Friedel M, Ford I & Chewings V 2004, The
central Australian tourism futures project,
abstract and presentation in SEGRA 8th
national conference proceedings CD-ROM,
Alice Springs, September 2004.

Ganter E 2004, ‘Negotiating research: an
introduction to the Desert Knowledge
Cooperative Research Centre, Charles
Darwin University anthropology seminar
series, Darwin, 27 August 2004.

Ganter E 2004, ‘Coordinating government
participation in the Desert Knowledge CRC:
the Northern Territory Government’s
approach’, conference paper sent to the
Western Australian and South Australian
state governments, August 2004.

Ganter E 2004, ‘Governance, management
and leadership for sustainable futures’,
presentation at The School of Australian
Indigenous Knowledge Systems conference,
Charles Darwin University, 21 October 2004.

Ganter E 2004, ‘Negotiating governance
research in the Desert Knowledge CRC:
reflections on a work in progress’,
conference paper, Australian Institute of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies
conference, Canberra, 22–25 November
2004.

Leys JF & McTainsh GH 2004, ‘Mallee dust:
the highs and lows for the period 
1990–2002’ conference paper delivered at
Dust Workshop, CSIRO Atmospheric
Research, Melbourne, 8–11 November, 
2004.

Leys JF & McTainsh GH 2005, ‘Wind erosion
in the Mallee region of south-eastern
Australia’, conference paper delivered at the
fourth Aeolian Dust Experiment on Climate
(ADEC) workshop, Nagasaki, Japan, January
2005.

McArthur L, Boland J & Tiver F 2004, ‘A
model to detect grazing sensitivity of
Myoporum platycarpum in the arid
rangelands of South Australia’, Ecological
Modelling, paper/seminar Series, 2004.

McGregor MJ 2004, ‘Why are chains
important?’, paper presented at 13th
Australian Rangelands Society Conference,
Alice Springs, 5–8 July 2004

McGregor MJ 2004, ‘Economic drivers of
multiple land uses in outback landscapes’,
conference paper at SEGRA conference:
Multiple land use in Australia’s outback
regions: Key issues for research, Townsville,
18–19 October 2004.

McGregor MJ 2005, ‘Making milestones in
the desert’, presentation to Cooperative
Research Centre Association (CRCA)
conference, Melbourne, 18 May 2005.

McTainsh GH, Leys JF, & Tews EK 2004,
‘Measuring broad-scale dust entrainment
and transport in Australia from
meteorological records’, conference paper
delivered at Dust Workshop, CSIRO
Atmospheric Research, Aspendale,
Melbourne, 8–11 November, 2004.

Muir K 2005, ‘Indigenous governance:
challenges, opportunities and outcomes,
Charles Darwin University, School of
Australian Indigenous Knowledge Systems

seminar series, http://naru.anu.edu.au/,
25 May 2005.

Palisetty R, Tiver F, Boland J & Dickson C
2004, ‘Herbivory of mulga (Acacia aneura) by
sheep, rabbits and kangaroos at Middleback
Station, Whyalla, South Australia,
conference paper at Australian Rangeland
Society 13th Biennial Conference, Alice
Springs, 5–8 July 2004.

Puckey, H, Brock C & Yates C 2004,
‘Improving the management of buffel grass
on national parks using aerial survey,
predictive modelling, and a GIS: a case
study of Watarrka’, unpublished report
prepared by Biodiversity Conservation, NT
Department of Infrastructure, Planning and
Environment, Alice Springs NT. Also
prepared as a paper for Pacific Conservation
Biology, paper/seminar series, Alice Springs,
2004.

Rae K 2005, ‘Collaboration project: a project
of the Desert Knowledge Cooperative
Research Centre, project summary at the
Indigenous Mining and Enterprise and Task
Force, Alice Springs, 22–3 February 2005.

Sanders W 2004, ‘Emerging patterns of
regionalism in NT Indigenous community
governance: dominant communities and
satellite versus federations of equal
communities, Charles Darwin University
School of Australian Indigenous Knowledge
Systems, seminar series, Darwin, 22 July 2004. 

Sanders W 2004, ‘Indigenous people in the
Alice Springs town camps: the 2001 census
data’, CAEPR discussion paper #260,
Canberra, October 2004.

Sanders W 2004, ‘Thinking about Indigenous
community governance’, CAEPR discussion
paper #262, Canberra, October 2004.

Stafford Smith M 2005, ‘Bush medicine for a
bustling world: traditional knowledge,
technologies and the vanishing wonders of
ethnobotany — the case for sharing
knowledge’, Alfred Deakin lecture series,
Mildura, Victoria, 30 April 2005 and
Wodonga, Victoria, 1 May 2005.

Stafford Smith M & McGregor MJ 2004,
‘Imagine this: linking regional development
needs to research priorities?’, conference
paper, SEGRA 8th national conference, Alice
Springs, 6 September 2004.

Webb N, McGowan H & Phinn S 2005,
‘AUSLEM (AUStralian Land Erodibility
Model): A tool for mapping land
susceptibility to wind erosion in Australia’,
conference paper, 1–2 February 2005.
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ike any CRC, the first two years of
Desert Knowledge CRC were

characterised by several familiar
themes: the establishment of
relationships between a widely
scattered and diverse group of
organisations; the implementation of
systems and structures to ensure
accountability and efficiency; and the
commissioning of research, desktop
literature reviews and small-scale
scoping projects.

However, our Board and management
acknowledged early on that the
systems employed during the Centre’s
establishment phase would not be
appropriate for a maturing
organisation. The Strategic Focusing
Review was thus commissioned to
examine ways to maximise our
research and management capacity and
to further improve collaboration
between research fields.

The consultancy recommended that, in
order to achieve its objectives, the 
DK-CRC’s four theme-based research
areas be restructured into six larger
and longer core projects. The currently
committed research will complete its
terms, but newly commissioned
research will align closely into one of
the following core project areas: 

1 Livelihoods based on managing
natural and cultural heritage 

2 Key industry opportunities in remote
areas

3 Supporting the emergence of small
business in desert Australia

4 Viability of settlements

5 Services to settlements

6 Desert regions as integrated systems

Core projects one, two and three fall
primarily under the rubric ‘sustainable
livelihoods’, projects four and five
under ‘viable settlements’, and six
under ‘thriving regions’. The projects
will be overseen by two full-time

managers: the appointment of Dr Craig
James and Prof Murray McGregor to
these positions will ensure much-
needed continuity. Governance and
social capital outcomes will be woven
through all projects, with a Social
Science Coordinator liaising between
the managers, the Education and
Training function and the DK-CRC
executive.

The Centre’s management structure
also sees the CEO’s position divided
into two positions: Managing Director
and General Manager. The Managing
Director’s position was advertised in
early 2005, and the DK-CRC was
delighted to appoint Ms Jan Ferguson
to the position. A resident of Beltana,
in South Australia’s Flinders Ranges, 
Ms Ferguson has a great understanding
of and empathy for people living in
remote and arid areas.

Ms Ferguson leaves the South
Australian Government’s Department
for Administration and Information
Services to take up her appointment as
Managing Director of DK-CRC. While at
DAIS she reformed the State Archives
into a modern research facility, which is
now recognised as an Australian leader
in the field of archival management
and service to customers.

A previous winner of the Telstra
Businesswoman of the Year award for
her innovative approaches to public
sector reform, her work is
characterised by a commitment to
social justice and customer service. She
and her family are excited about the
opportunity to live and work in Alice
Springs, as her husband Chris is a
teacher and musician who is currently
working on a project in the
Pitjantjatjara lands.
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New structure of Desert Knowledge CRC
The new core-project structure of DK-CRC will commence on 1 July 2005. The
structure, which incorporates the recommendations of the Strategic Refocusing
Review, sees governance issues embedded in all research through the newly
created Social Science Coordinator. The CEO’s position is replaced by a Managing
Director and a General Manager. The Managing Director will be Ms Jan Ferguson,
formerly of the South Australian Department for Administration and Information
Services.

The Strategic Refocusing Review
(top and left) resulted in a series of
recommendations about the way
the Centre commissions and
undertakes research. The Board
accepted the review’s
recommendations; the new
structure will commence on 1 July
2005.
As well as changes to research, the
review resulted in reforms to our
management structure. With the
existing CEO fulfilling his wish to
move back to research, his
position will be divided between a
Managing Director and a General
Manager. The Centre was
delighted to appoint Ms Jan
Ferguson (above) to the Managing
Director’s position, beginning in
September 2005. Prof Murray
McGregor, current Theme 4 leader,
will become General Manager
from October 2005.
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Prof Murray McGregor: 
Better desert livelihoods 

It’s a long and winding road from advising the
New Zealand Government on resource
management to developing thriving
economies in desert Australia. Or is it? Not if
you’re a ‘systems person’ like Murray
McGregor, Professor of Agribusiness at Curtin
University of Technology.

It was the opportunities within emerging
industries — such as bush foods — which
inspired Murray to make better desert

livelihoods his business, and which clearly continues to capture his imagination.

‘Our chance to turn the exotic flavours and health-giving properties of traditional
indigenous plants into an export success are huge’, says Murray. ‘It all depends on
whether the players manage to develop relationships built on openness and trust:
key elements of effective supply chains that meet the needs of increasingly
sophisticated consumers.

‘If it can happen in Indigenous art we should be able to make it work with bush
tucker. We need to ensure that everybody along the supply chain gets value and
shares information, built around a better understanding of the environmental and
human systems.’

Listening to small businesses, government and non-government organisations
throughout desert Australia has honed Murray’s ear for shared problems that may
benefit from research solutions. 

‘There’s been one recurring theme during my consultations. Anyone who’s tried to
hire staff in desert regions, let alone hang on to them, knows that staff attraction
and retention is a massive and complex problem that needs fixing.’

A successful desert knowledge economy can’t afford to lose corporate knowledge
each time a worker moves on after a short stint in the job. Desert Australia is lucky
to hang on to Murray’s knowledge in his future role (from October 2005) as
General Manager of a re-focused DK-CRC. 

‘Five years down the track I’d like to be able to say that we’ve made a measurable
change to policy, to people’s thinking and new employment opportunities. Beyond
that it would be fantastic if we could shift the whole concept of livelihoods from
just making a buck to creating wealth for desert peoples through managing the
environment and other issues of importance to the nation.’

The bush tucker industry is an
obvious area for potential growth
in the desert economy. Its success
depends not just on propogation
and harvesting, however, but on
the creation of systems and
equitable supply chains.
Here, Mr Cyril Gilbert collects
yams at Titjikala as part of the
Plants for People project.
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Dr Craig James: Lizards to landscapes

Craig James’ journey began with a simple love
of lizards, yet now he finds himself responsible
for seeing that two-thirds of Australia is not
only sustainable but also productive.

A senior research scientist at CSIRO
Sustainable Ecosystem’s Centre for Arid Zone
Research, Craig was leader of the 
DK-CRC’s Theme 1, Natural Resource
Management for Better Livelihoods, and is
now a program manager under the newly
restructured Centre. Despite the immensity of

his assignment, Craig’s fascination with deserts began with the study of small
things — lizards and insects — and how they interact. ‘The
deserts are biologically fascinating,’ he says. ‘The strategies that
creatures use to survive in them are amazing.

‘Contrary to what most people think, deserts are very rich, and
the lizards tell us this: there’s one place where there are more
than forty species in a single hectare. They mainly feast on the
termite diversity, which is itself another marvel.’

How humans fit into this complex and wondrous diversity —
taking from it what we need without despoiling it — is now his
quest. And it’s not merely understanding the complexity, but
making enough sense of it that ordinary people can use the
information in their own lives, industries and pursuits.

Fire is one example: both a threat and a promise for the inland. Using it wisely to
make the landscape more productive for humans as well as protecting its richness
and diversity is the goal. 

Among pastoralists are gifted individuals at the leading edge of human
understanding of how to sustain and produce in arid landscapes. The task of
science is to give substance to their good ideas and, at the same time, feed in
fresh possibilities, Craig says. 

One of the most exciting new projects Craig will manage is ‘biodiversity rewards’
— finding ways to recompense pastoralists, Indigenous communities and other
landholders for their stewardship of the natural landscape, its plants and animals
on behalf of all Australians. 
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Our deserts are complex
environments, home to a rich and
diverse array of flora and fauna.
Among our deserts’ managers are
many gifted individuals:
pastoralists Indigenous guardians,
park rangers, miners. These
stakeholders are the key to
maintaining this diversity while
making the deserts resilient and
productive places to live. The new
DK-CRC core-project structure will
enhance the relationship between
research science and on-ground
natural resource management,
building a sustainable future for
desert dwellers and ‘desert
knowledge’ as an asset for the
nation.
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DK-CRC has sought to ensure that recording mechanisms are in place to deliver quantitative or
qualitative measures against each PM over time. Several activities (e.g. Most Significant Change
1.002 and Network Analysis 4.002) were established specifically to achieve this. Two additional
activities are still required (a standard end-of-project evaluation form, and, eventually, a year 4 to
5 cost–benefit analysis) and are now being implemented. A ‘watching brief’ oversight of each PM
is allocated to a management team member.
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DK-CRC Program Objective 1
To enhance the contribution of long-term scientific and technological research 
and innovation to Australia's sustainable economic and social development

CENTRE OBJECTIVES PERFORMANCE MEASURES UPDATE ON PROGRESS (AT JULY 2005) 

1.1. Address issues  1.1.1. Provide baseline data identifying � Initial national desert data sets delivered — national 
of demonstrable the integrated bottom-line significance of fire maps, dust patterns (1960–2001), enterprise 
importance to the issues addressed [consolidated desert options and success stories, VET needs in remote 
sustainable  datasets, stakeholder appraisals of communities; other projects progressing.
livelihoods in desert  research priorities, reports analysing � The Australia Collaborative Rangelands Information 
regions in ways not implications]. System (ACRIS, managed by DK-CRC) delivered an initial
otherwise being national collation of data from one region in each 
achieved. state.

1.1.2. Demonstrated support from desert � The strategic focusing consultancy consulted widely and 
stakeholders (Desert Advisory Forum and reported near-universal support for DK-CRC outcomes, 
others) for the issues researched but identified more focused set of research core projects
[documented feedback on research � The Desert Advisory Forum met twice.
program, increasing funding support]. � $2.4 million in external contracts signed.

1.1.3. Proportion of DK-CRC research on � New set of core projects significantly consolidated 
issues not previously being addressed research portfolio, and highlighted innovative aspects. 
documented to increase over time [analysis 
of proportion of project work moving 
beyond existing core business of partners].

1.2. Carry out  1.2.1. Research Review Group reports � Research Review Group to be established in 2005.
world-quality desert increasing quality of research over life of � Peer-review process for new projects well-established.
research. DK-CRC [documented review feedback].

1.2.2. Research delivered (and in demand) � Number of publications increasing (though few published 
in peer-reviewed and international forums in peer-reviewed journals yet), with substantial delivery at 
[documented numbers of publications, conferences (p 38).
conferences, international visitors]. � Keynote papers have been presented at at least four 

major domestic conferences (including Australian 
Rangelands, Sustainable Economic Growth for Regional 
Australia (SEGRA), Council for Australian University 
Tourism and Hospitality Education (CAUTHE), National 
Rural Health Conference). 

1.2.3. Increasing international  � International strategy under active development, and 
connections to DesertNet (shared  international DK-CRC conference planned for
DKA/DK-CRC web-site membership) September 2006.
[numbers of international agreements, � Three international visits were sponsored this year; 
staff and student visits, international presentations made at World Bank and Nature 
hits on web site]. Conservancy in Washington; Xinjiang University, 

Urumqi, China.
� Agreement with Desert Research Institute (via DKA) in 

operation; agreement being discussed with International 
Arid Lands Consortium.

� 38% of web-site visits are currently from 
overseas (25% North America, 9.25% Asia,  
3.13% Europe, 1% Africa and South America).

�
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CENTRE OBJECTIVES PERFORMANCE MEASURES UPDATE ON PROGRESS (AT JULY 2005) 

1.3. Deliver world- 1.3.1. Improved understanding of limits � Several projects related to sustainable use under way 
quality desert and opportunities for use of desert natural (biodiversity, fire, grazing, tourism, resource flows), 
research outputs. resources [qualitative accumulation of especially exploring incentives for NRM.

research program outputs]. � Three external contracts completed delivering 
assessments of grazing impacts on biodiversity, water 
points, and a manual for biodiversity assessment.

1.3.2. Developing basis for a coherent ‘science � Planning for ‘Science of Desert Living’ synthesis 
of sustainable desert living’ [numbers of advanced.
synthetic activities, national and international � Concepts addressed in invited lectures in Alfred Deakin 
recognition for integrated outputs]. Innovation lecture series.

DK-CRC Program Objective 2
To enhance the transfer of research outputs into commercial or other outcomes of 
economic, environmental or social benefit to Australia

CENTRE OBJECTIVES PERFORMANCE MEASURES UPDATE ON PROGRESS (AT JULY 2005) 

2.1. Increased and 2.1.1. Increasing number of end users � Uptake of specific findings beginning to occur  
research in desert results by SMEs/agencies/communities]. (e.g. housing design features for energy saving, 
end-user activities. analysis of Mobile Adult Learning Units, local 

mobility analysis for bus services, etc.).

2.1.2. Decreasing time between research � Process to document this partially in place. 
activity and implementation of outputs in 
desert Australia [qualitative analyses of 
research/adoption cycles in different 
sectors before and after DK-CRC activity].

2.2. Deliver 2.2.1. Reducing costs of maintaining � Projects on infrastructure lifecycle and
demonstrable  infrastructure and services in remote understanding service needs under way, results just
benefits to desert areas [documented value of research beginning to emerge.
Australia. outcomes in reducing costs]. � Process to document value of results embedded  

in projects.

2.2.2. Increasing numbers of new NRM � Review of NRM-related enterprise options by 
or service delivery enterprise opportunities regions completed.
[documented opportunities created, � Bush foods harvesting and horticulture livelihoods 
number taken up, persistence and under active development.
integrated bottom-line value of resulting � Livelihood for community-based researchers 
sustainable livelihood activities]. extended.

2.2.3. Increasing net value of DK-CRC  � Initial cost–benefit studies on new core projects 
activities [qualitative and quantitative being initiated.
cumulative income generated by use of  � Year 5 cost–benefit project planned to review  
DK-CRC results, including education formally.
income, gains in non-market values and
savings in public investment, particularly 
noting export value].

2.2.4. Increasing commercial returns to � Commercialisation and utilisation plans finalised;
DK-CRC [value of commercialised IP]. no commercial returns yet.
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DK-CRC Program Objective 3
To enhance the value to Australia of graduate researchers 

CENTRE OBJECTIVES PERFORMANCE MEASURES UPDATE ON PROGRESS (AT JULY 2005) 

3.1. Increase the 3.1.1. Increasing research activity in � Substantial increase in student numbers this year (to 
number of graduates desert Australia [% of total DK-CRC graduate 16 PhDs, two MAs, two Honours), mostly working  
researching in desert research time spent in desert Australia]. in desert Australia.
Australia.

3.1.2. Increasing awareness of and links to � Eight of the 20 graduate researchers have an  
end-user concerns by graduates [proportion end-user supervisor.
of DK-CRC graduate researchers 
co-supervised by end-user partners 
(target: >50%)].

3.2. Increase research 3.2.1. Increasing research activity by � Three Indigenous PhDs under way.
capacity among Indigenous people [numbers of Indigenous � Two research projects are Indigenous-led.
Indigenous people. researchers active in DK-CRC at all levels, � 23 community-based Indigenous researchers 

documented novel models of engagement, trained and involved in research project data 
numbers of Indigenous higher collection and analysis.
qualifications].

3.3. Enhance the 3.3.1. Increasing awareness of graduates � Relevant graduate course units still under
awareness of about issues of importance to desert  development.
graduates of desert- Australia and to the ‘science of 
specific issues and sustainable desert living’ [numbers of  
research requirements. graduates passing through foundation  

Desert Research graduate units; surveys 
of graduates on awareness of 
desert-specific issues].

3.4. Increase the 3.4.1. Number of researchers continuing in � No graduates have yet completed; establishing an 
number of graduates research in desert Australia [DK-CRC alumni programme to assist tracking.
subsequently working graduates subsequently continuing to do
in desert Australian desert research].
organisations.

3.4.2. Increasing research expertise in � Analytical approach defined.
organisations other than research providers 
[baseline analysis and tracking of numbers 
of graduates in different desert sectors, 
numbers of DK-CRC ‘graduates’ 
subsequently employed in desert 
organisations].
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DK-CRC Program Objective 4
To enhance collaboration among researchers, between researchers and industry or other 
users, and to improve efficiency in the use of intellectual and other research resources

CENTRE OBJECTIVES PERFORMANCE MEASURES UPDATE ON PROGRESS (AT JULY 2005) 

4.1. Enhance 4.1.1. Increasing project collaboration � Of 53 research projects active during the year: 
collaboration among [number of research projects with more – 40% have three or more partners (60% have
research and end-user than two partners (target: >95%), with at two or more)
organisations, and least one end-user partner (target: >95%), – 75% have one or more end-user partner 
across jurisdictional with multi-jurisdictional activities involved (86% have formal end-user
boundaries. (target: >75%)]. involvement including non-partners)

– 50% have multi-jurisdictional activities (54% 
have partners from more than one jurisdiction).

4.1.2. Increasing connections created � Network and storytelling projects operational
through DK-CRC [baseline and subsequent to track culture change.
social network analyses, documentation of 
numbers of allied projects created, qualitative 
surveys of partners and stakeholders].

4.1.3. Increasing DesertNet (shared  � DK-CRC main page is receiving 7199 visits
DKA/DK-CRC web-site membership) [number (16 893 hits) per month.
of members, e-mail traffic, web-site hits]. � At the end of 2004–05 there were 420 subscribers

to the dkcrcgeneral list.

4.2. Increase the 4.2.1. Increasing effectiveness of research � Too early to evaluate, but qualitative indicator in
integrated bottom- investment in desert Australia [post hoc continued increase in external consultancy success.
line return-on- analyses of changing value of research
investment in investment by participating organisations, 
research and other analyses of specific public investment activities 
public investments in with and without DK-CRC research results].
desert Australia.

4.2.2. Increasing efficiency of research � Year 5 cost–benefit project planned to review this
investment in desert Australia [analysis formally.
of relative efficiency of DK-CRC resource 
use compared with other research 
investment in desert Australia].
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We received: We spent (cash and in-kind):

Cash from grant $ 2 740 000 Research $ 12 124 000

Cash from participants $ 1 202 000 Education $ 317 000

Cash from other $ 903 000 External communications $ 290 000

In-kind from participants $ 8 965 000 Commercialisation $ 166 000

Total $ 13 730 000 Administration $ 877 000

Total $ 13 774 000

Financial Statements
The Financial Statements for the Desert Knowledge CRC are those prepared for its management
Company, Ninti One Limited, in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards and the
Commonwealth Government reporting requirements for CRCs. They are available on request.

Resources received Resources applied

Cash from grant

Cash from participants

Cash from other

In-kind from participants

Research

Education

Commercialisation

Administration

External communications
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